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GSIUazosthriughroundineofSoConplayoffs 
• Eagles destroy McNeese State 42-17 
John Bryson 
GSU crushes McNeese State: Georgia Southern Eagles destroyed McNeese State this past 
Saturday in Paulson Stadium 42-17 in the first round of SoCon playoffs. Check out GSU football this 
Saturday at 1 p.m. against Hofstra. Below, the Southern Pride marching band performs at pregame. 
John Bryson 
By Doug Kidd 
Senior Sports Writer 
Aided by Adrian Peterson's 
return to the starting lineup and 
a strong defensive effort in the 
second half, the GSU football 
overcame a three point half- 
time deficit to defeat 14lh 
seeded McNeese State 42-17 in 
the first round of the I-A A play- 
offs. 
Peterson, who missed the 
season's final two games with 
a hyper-extended left elbow, 
made his first game action in 
over a month memorable as the 
junior rushed for 203 yards and 
a touchdown on just 19 carries. 
The 200 yard rushing game, just 
his first in 2000 but the twelfth 
in his career, also marked the 
40,h straight game, including 
playoffs, Peterson has rushed 
for more than 100 yards. 
"I'm glad that I'm back out 
there," said the '99 Walter 
Payton Award winner. "I was 
ready to roll." 
"I've learned, over the past 
two games that just his pres- 
ence on field changes up the 
defense so much," said quar- 
terback J.R. Revere of his full- 
back. "[With Peterson play- 
ing] linebackers have to respect 
the dive and that leaves a lot 
more room out on the perim- 
eter." 
Revere also played well, get- 
ting the Eagles on the 
scoreboard first with his 63- 
yard jaunt in the first quarter. 
The junior finished with 133 
yards on 15 carries while pass- 
ing for 110 yards and a touch- 
down on 6-of-13 passing. 
Revere's 48-yard scoring strike 
to wide receiver Chris Johnson 
early in the second quarter gave 
GSU a brief 14-10 lead over a 
Cowboy team that wouldn't go 
away in the first half. 
In fact, the McNeese State 
offense came out firing in the 
game's first two quarters with 
Cowboy quarterback Slade 
Nagle passing going 13-of-17 
for 186 yards and a touchdown in 
the first half to help stake 
McNeese State to a 17-14 half- 
time lead. McNeese State con- 
trolled the ball for 20:27 in the 
first half thanks to Cowboy run- 
ning back Aaron Pierce, who ran 
21 times for 91 yards, including a 
one-yard score. 
In all, the Cowboys rolled up 
302 yards of total offense in the 
first half against GSU, the most 
since Oregon State torched the 
Eagle defense for 417 yards in 
GSU's 48-41 loss in Corvallis last 
season. Also, McNeese State's 
17-14 half time lead represented 
the first time GSU had trailed at 
the half in a first round playoff 
game since 1989, a game where 
GSU turned an eight point deficit 
to Villanova into a 16 point vic- 
tory. 
GSU turned the game around 
early in the third quarter with two 
big runs by slotback Andre 
Weathers, the first a five yard 
gain on a fourth-and-four and then 
a 23-yard touchdown run that put 
GSU up for good 21-17. The 
fourth down conversion ,from 
GSU's 43 yard line, was a call 
both GSU head coach Paul 
Johnson and McNeese State coach 
Tommy Tate agreed was the turn- 
ing point of the game. 
"Their fourth down call in the 
third quarter did surprise me 
somewhat," said Tate, who led 
the Cowboys to the playoffs in 
his first season at the helm of 
McNeese State. "It was a big call 
on their part, but it could have 
been a big call for us too. My 
first thought was that they were 
doing us a favor, because if we 
could have made that stop, then 
we've got the ball in good field 
position and we may have been 
able to take it in for the score. 
But they executed and got the 
first down by a couple of yards. 
It was a big boost to their mo- 
mentum." 
"We went into halftime with 
our heads hanging, and I felt like 
we needed something to happen 
in the third quarter to get back 
some momentum," said Coach 
Johnson of his decision to go for 
it on fourth down. "If we don't 
make it then everybody can sec^ 
ond guess me, but I think that's 
what won us the ball game. We 
went in and scored on that drive 
and we got all the momentum 
back. You could feel that on the 
sidelines." 
With the offense getting back 
in order, the GSU defense picked 
up, pitching a shutout in the sec- 
ond half and limiting the Cow- 
boys to just 102 second half yards. 
After his great first half, Nagle 
passed for just 53 yards in the 
final two quarters and ended up 
with only 239 yards passing for 
the game on 20-of-32 passing. 
Pierce was also shut down in the 
second half, gaining 44 yards to 
finish with 135 on 30 carries. 
"Our defense made some stops 
on third and fourth down in the 
second half, and that was big for 
us," Coach Johnson said. "It 
wasn't that we were executing 
badly in the first half; our offense 
just couldn't get the ball." 
"We came out in the second 
half and basically snut them 
down," said senior corner back 
LavarRainey. "They didn't score 
any points and I'm really proud 
of that." 
GSU's turnaround coincided 
with an offensive resurgence in 
the second half with Peterson and 
a determined offensive line lead- 
ing the way. After a first half that 
saw him carry the ball only six 
times for 43 yards, the All-Ameri- 
can ran 13 times for 160 yards in 
the second half behind seniors 
Mike Anderson and Dietrich 
Everitt, sophomores Charles 
Clarke and James McCoy and true 
freshman Paul Collins. 
"I thought J.R. and Adrian played 
well," said Coach Johnson. "And I'll 
tell you something, I get on our offen- 
sive line a lot and I did at halftime. But 
our offensive line played hard. They 
are not the most talented players, but 
they sure played hard today." 
Georgia Southern mourns the loss of two professors 
By John Bryson 
News Editor 
GSU's Communication Arts 
and Writing and Linguistics De- 
partments are in a state of shock 
and are mourning the loss of two 
Special Photo 
TWO GSU PROFESSORS 
PASS AWAY:Dr. Patricia 
•'Patti" Pace, 48, pictured 
above, passed away on Nov. 
17. Pace was the Director of 
Theater and Performance/ 
Works at GSU. Dr.Becky 
Burkhalter, 44 passed away 
on Nov. 23. Burkhalter was a 
professor of writing and 
linguistics. 
professors who died within one 
week of each other. 
Dr. Patricia "Patti" Pace, 48, 
and Dr. Becky Burkhalter, 44, 
passed away on Nov. 17 and Nov. 
23 respectively. 
Dr. Pace was aresident of States- 
boro and, at the time of her death, 
was the Director of Theater and 
Performance/Works at GSU and 
had been a member of the faculty 
since her arrival in 1985. Accord- 
ing to the Communication Arts de- 
partment, Pace had recently been 
awarded an outstanding recogni- 
tion from GSU for her initial post- 
tenure review. She was currently 
on a research sabbatical at the time 
of her death, working on a book- 
length project. 
Pace received her B. A. and M. A. 
degrees from Sonoma State Uni- 
versity in California and went on to 
complete her Ph.D. at Southern Il- 
linois University. 
Dr. Hal Fulmer, chair of the 
Comm. Arts department at GSU, 
laments her loss. 
"[Patti] was a significant voice 
in our department and a major rea- 
son for the continued success of 
our programs," Fulmer said. "She 
was an excellent teacher and a na- 
tionally-recognized scholar." 
Fulmer went on to say that it 
will be impossible for his depart- 
ment to replace Dr. Pace. 
"She was a wonderful colleague 
and we will miss her and her friend- 
ship each day," Fulmer said. "We 
may replace her position, but we 
will never be able to replace Patti." 
A memorial service was held 
for Dr. Pace last week in the 
McCroan Auditorium. Contribu- 
tions to honor the life and work of 
Dr. Pace may be made to the 
"Friends of the Theatre" account 
with the GSU Foundation. Those 
interested should contact Dr. 
Fulmer for more information. 
Dr. Becky Burkhalter, a resi- 
dent of Claxton, was a professor of 
writing and linguistics at GSU be- 
fore her death. She was currently 
working full-time and had several 
classes on her fall schedule. 
Dr. Larry Burton, chair of the 
Writing and Linguistics department 
David Koepke 
IN MEMORIAL: Flowers were placed at the memorial in honor of Dr. Pace. 
at GSU, spoke for his department about Dr. Burkhalter. 
"This is a tremendous loss to our department," Burton said. "Not only because she taught off and on for twenty 
years, but because this department became her home." 
Burton further said that just recently in a meeting with him, Dr. Burkhalter felt she had finally found what 
she wanted to do. 
"Just about two weeks ago she said it took forty years to figure out what she wanted to do," Burton said. "She 
had found the job that matched her talents. We've lost a dedicated and conscientious teacher." 
The Writing and Linguistics department plans to include a memorial tribute in their upcoming newslettei 
about Dr. Burkhalter. In addition, a possible memorial service is being planned by Laura Milner, an instructoi 
in the department, according to Dr. Burton. 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Things To Do at GSU 
November 30 
• GSU will sponsor a candlelight service and 
film to honor World AIDS Day. The service will 
be at 5:30 p.m. at the Russell Union Rotunda and a 
filmwillfollowat6p.m.inroom 1042ofHenderson 
Library. / 
December 1 
• In honor of World AIDS Day several 
presentations will take place in the Russell Union. 
The Reality of Date Rape will be from 10-11 a.m. 
in room 2070, HTV and trie Gay community will be 
from 11 a.m. -12 p.m. in room 2070 and HIV and 
African American Males will be from 11 a.m. -1 
p.m. room 2041. There will also be literature 
displays and tables in the Russell Union Commons 
Area from 11 a.m. -2 p.m. 
December 2 
• The GSU planetarium will present a star 
show of the constellations, planets, meteors and 
other sky objects visible during the holiday season. 
A partial solar eclipse will occur on Christmas Day 
and instruction will be given on how to safely view 
it The Statesboro Astronomy club will meet 
before the presentation. For more info, contact the 
Physics Dept. at 681-5292. 
•NAACPConferenceaboutConfederateFlag 
issues in Russell Union room 2080 at 6 p.m. 
December 12 
• The Association of Georgia Southern 
Women willcelebrate the annualCookie Exchange 
at 7 p.m. at the home of Mary Lou Robins. Call her 
at587-2182orLinda Rhodes at 681-5373 for more 
info. 
Ongoing 
• Free Tutoring in several subjects: English, 
history, sociology and psychology, all math, 
chemistry,biology,andcollegereading/study skills. 
Each subject has different hours of operation. Call 
681-0321 for more information. 
• The Christian Faculty/Staff meets every 
Monday at noon in the Russell Union Room 2044. 
•The Black Student Alliance meet s every 
Tuesday at 7 p.m. For more information, call Jerald 
Carter at 681-5458. 
•The Black Student Leader's Koundtablc 
will meet every Tuesday at6p.m. in Russell Union 
Room 2047. Open to all interested. 
• The NAACP meets every Monday at 6 p.m. 
in the Russell Union Room 2048. 
• BSU meets every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at 401 
Chandler Rd. across fromlohnson Hall and Watson 
Hall. BSU also has lunch every Wednesday from 
12 to 1 p.m. Everyone is invited. For more 
information, contact the BSU at 681-2241. 
• GSU Chapter of Habitat for Humanity 
meets every Tuesday at 5:30 p.m. in the Russell 
Union Room 2044. 
• The Young Democrats of Georgia 
Southern will hold meetingsevery Thursday night 
■■■■■■■■■■■■■■Mi 
at 6 p.m. in the Russell Union. Call Zach 
Rushing at 871 -7701 for more information, or 
email him at zachrushing@mail.com for more 
details. 
• The American Society of Mechanical 
Engineers (ASME) meets the first and third 
Tuesday of every month at 12 p.m. in the 
Technology Building Room 1103. 
• The Institute of Electrical and 
Electronic Engineers meets the first and 
third Tuesday of every month at 5 p.m. in the 
Technology Building Room 2117. 
• The GLBT Resource Center is offering 
a support group for gay, lesbian, bisexual, and 
transgender students, faculty, and staff. 
Meetings will be on Thursday nights from 5 - 
6:30 p.m. in Russell Union room 2072. Contact 
the GLBT Resource Center at 681-5409 for 
more information. 
• Wesley meets every Wednesday at 8 
p.m. across from the Hanner Fieldhouse. 
Come join for fellowship and lots of fun. 
• The Circle is a new prayer ministry 
uniting all Christians on campus under the 
common thread of prayer. It meets every 
Friday at 7 p.m. in the Union. See Union 
schedule for room number. 
• The Golden Key National Honor 
Society. It's not too late to join. Call Lauren 
Ferguson at 1-800-377-2401 for more info. 
Experts say peanuts and pecans promote better health 
The Associated Press 
ALBANY - The turkeys, cakes and 
pies served during the holidays can bring 
guilt and larger waistlines. That often 
leads to New Year's vows to diet and 
exercise. 
But all holiday foods needn't evoke 
images of clogged arteries, heart attacks 
and unbridled adiposity. 
Recent scientific studies show that at 
least two holiday foods, peanuts and 
pecans, can make people healthier when 
eaten in moderation. 
"They canfeellessguiltywhen they're 
eatingpeanutsandpecansbecausethey're 
getting many good nutrients... but they 
stiUhavetowaichtheirtotalcalorieintake," 
said Ron Eitenmiller, a University of 
Georgia food scientist in Athens. 
Nutritionists have known for years 
that peanuts and pecans were high in 
Vitamin E and folic acid. Now, Georgia 
researchers have discovered that these 
commodities are also high in plant sterols 
- fat-like substances that cause the body to 
absorb less harmful cholesterol. They 
also contain monounsaturated fatty acids, 
whichcan reduce theriskofheart disease. 
"Plant sterols are considered to be a 
significant functional food component," 
Etenmillersaid'Theyaren'tnutrientsor 
vitamins, but they are really potent, 
effective food constituents. 
"Plant sterols are now considered by 
the medical community and the Food and 
Drag Administration as another approach 
to lowering serum cholesterol," he said. 
"The sterols inhibit the absorption of 
cholesterol." 
Eitenmiller and Phillip Koehler, 
another Athens food scientist, recently 
completed a study on Vitamin E and 
foliates in Georgia peanuts and pecans. 
TheydidthewoikfortheU.S.Department 
of Agriculture's Agriculture Nutrient 
Composition Laboratory near 
Washington, whichpublishesthenurrient 
values of various foods. 
The Athens researchers have 
developed a more accurate method for 
analyzingfolicacidinfoods.Theirmethod 
has been adopted by the FDA and it is 
being accepted worldwide, Eitenmiller 
said. 
Using their method, they discovered 
that peanuts have even higher levels of 
Vitamin E and folic acid than previously 
thought 
"Allpeanut products are good sources 
of folates," Eitenmiller said. "Folate is an 
unstable vitamin that is relatively short 
supply in our diets." 
The key is moderation. An ounce of 
peanutspacksl66caloriesandl4.1grams 
of fat, while an ounce of pecans has 187 
calories and 18.3 grams of fat. 
Fat- concerns caused peanut 
consumption to drop from a high of 1.65 
billion pounds in 1989-90 to a low of 1.4 
billion pounds in 1994-95. It's been 
increasing gradually ever since, reaching 
nearly 1.55 billion pounds this year. 
"One of the basic reasons peanut 
consumption went down was people's 
perception that peanuts are bad for you 
because of the fat," Etenmiller said. 'But 
thefatitselfisveryWgUypolyunsaturated. 
It's a good mix of fatty acids that are 
considered to be optimal for good human 
health. So even the fat content is another 
advantage of eating nuts." 
GSU Public Safety 
November 15 
• Dorothy 1. Staten, 39, 109 Marsham 
drive, was charged with theft by taking. 
• A fight was reported outside 
Landrum Center. 
November 16 
• A person reported that someone had 
keyed her car in the Johnson Hall parking 
lot. 
• A resident of Johnson Hall reported 
a case of harassment. 
• A resident of Brannen Hall reported 
receiving harassing phone calls. 
November 17 
• Kathryn Santee reported her purse 
was taken from the Johnson Hall lab. 
• Horace Hayes reported two radios 
were taken from the Russell Union. 
November 18 
• Kareem Janta Ware, 20, 819 Robin 
Hood Trail, was charged with DUI (.136) 
and driving without headlights. 
•Susan Meredith Howell, 18, Johnson 
Hall, was charged with DUI (.114) and 
failure to obey a traffic device. 
November 19 
• Martez Ricardo Craft, 21,48 Willow 
Bend Apartments, was charged with DUI 
(.124). 
• Anthony Carter reported someone 
broke the right side window on his vehicle 
and took his stereo, amplifier and speakers 
in the Johnson Hall parking lot. 
• Joshua Macenczak reported someone 
attempted to remove the CD player from 
his vehicle in the Dorman Hall parking 
lot. The dash was damaged and the face 
plate to the CD player was taken. 
• Brandi Wynn reported someone 
scratched the left rear of her vehicle in 
the Cone Hall parking lot. 
• A fight was reported in the Cone 
Hall parking lot. 
• Kirk Farkas reported his wallet was 
taken from the Henderson Library. 
November 21 
• A person reported someone entered 
POLICE BEAT 
her vehicle in the Henderson Library 
parking lot and took her camera. 
• A person reported his ATM card 
was taken from his wallet at the Landrum 
Center. 
• A person reported a Compaq CPU 
was missing from the Rosenwald 
Building. 
November 23 
• A person reported someone had 
sprayed graffiti on the third floor wall of 
the Foy Building. 
November 26 
• Terry Lee Michael Owens, 21, 19 
West Jones Ave., was charged with DUI 
(.204) and failure to yield. 
• Ronald Estes Duobberly, Jr., 36, 
116 Forest Way, was charged with driving 
on a suspended license. 
November 27 
• A person reported a Gateway laptop 
was taken from his room in Watson Hall. 
Statesboro Police Department 
November 18 
• John Wissehr, 20, Campus Courtyard 
90, reported burglary. 
November 20 
• James Edward Wilson, 22, 337 
Johnson St., was arrested for burglary, 
armed robbery, possession of a firearm 
during commission of a crime, obstruction 
of an officer, possession of an item with 
an altered serial number, possession of 
marijuana and theft of a bicycle. 
November 21 
• Wendell Antonio Lanier, 20, 104 
Harwood St., was arrested for driving on 
a revoked license. 
November 22 
• Joshua O'Neal Harrison, 23, Georgia 
Villas 25, was arrested for driving on a 
suspended license and no proof of 
insurance. 
• Anne M. Coursey, 19, Martinez, 
was arrested for DUI and no proof of 
insurance. 
• Matthew Lee Crook, 19, 3024 
Veazey Hall, was arrested for DUI and 
I 
defective equipment. 
• Eric Dante Edwards, 22, Augusta, 
was arrested for DUI. 
• Todd West, 23, 331A North Main 
St., reported criminal trespass. 
November 23 
• Robert Maye, 18, 431 Fair Rd. Apt. 
7, was arrested for possession of 
marijuana. 
November 24 
• Jason Eugene Crowder, 19, 2608 
Riverbend Rd., was arrested for criminal 
trespass. 
November 25 
• Cavin Les McMillan, Jr., 19, 3 
Groover Lane Apt. F., was arrested for 
DMS warrant and no insurance. 
• Taylor Otto, 20, Campus Courtyard 
105, reported someone entering an auto. 
November 26 
• Shannon Blocker, 21, Hagin, was 
arrested for speeding and DUI. 
• Natalie Bacon, 23, 30 University 
Pointe, reported lost or stolen property. 
November 28 
• Brian Forrest Dodge, 18, 212 
Princeton Way, was arrested for 
possession of marijuana. 
• Ken Thompson, 21, 211 Bulloch 
St., was arrested for DMS warrant. 
• Amanda Neal, 18, Statesboro Place 
603, reported an affray. 
Editor's Note: Police Beat appears 
in every edition of the George-Anne in an 
effort to inform the GSU community of 
the amount, nature and location of crime. 
Ail reports are public information and 
can be obtained from the GSU Division 
of Public Safety or at the Statesboro 
Police Department. 
♦        1 
i 
-All Police Beat' information is 
compiled by Leigh-Anne Burgess, 
assistant news editor. 
his Week's Weather 
Today 
Partly cloudy 
with a high of 
70 and a low 
of 42. 
Thursday 
Partly cloudy 
J with a high of 
59 and a low 
of 31. 
<     i 
• 
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Leases are available by the room 
or by the apartment as a whole. 
This is your opportunity 
to live in what has been 
described as "the most unique 
student housing in the nation." 
District 
For reservations, call 681-6539 or 
visit us at 17931 Highway 6 7 South. 
Visit us on the web at: 
www.gardendistrictrentals.com 
'•••V.V. 
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ONLY IN AMERICA... 
he's not concerned that captive, 
exotic scorpions could escape and 
establish themselves in New 
Mexico. 
"If you want to worry about 
finding something in your sleeping 
bag, I'd worry far more about the 
local species of centipede. They're 
far more venomous," he said. 
e Massachusetts 
New Mexico 
Exotic scorpion 
trade on the rise 
in New Mexico 
SANTA FE - Exotic scorpions 
are some of the hottest selling 
pets in New Mexico, according 
to local pet store owners. But the 
arachnid's rise in popularity, 
however, has some calling for 
regulation of its trade. 
"What we've found with 
scorpions is they're really a 
novelty-type pet," said Rick 
Beaman, manager of Wet Pets in 
Santa Fe. "They're low 
maintenance and feed on small 
insects." 
Some states, such as Florida, 
require permits for scorpions. But 
New Mexico doesn't keep track 
of the importation and sale of 
exotic scorpions, including the 
venomous African emperor 
scorpion, which at 6 inches long 
is one of the world's largest. 
Richard    Fagerlund,    an 
entomologist at the University of 
New Mexico, said that needs to 
change. The state should prohibit 
the commercial trade in scorpions 
to protect both the animals and the 
public, he said. 
Fagerlund also said simply 
identifying a creature as an 
"emperor scorpion" is meaningless 
and could result in dangerous 
scorpions being sold to the public 
inadvertently. 
"People who sell these things 
should have to know what the 
scientific name of the animal is," 
he said. 
Larry Bell, director of the New 
Mexico Department of Game and 
Fish, said there is a state law that 
specifies no one may import any 
live animal into the state without a 
permit. 
However, Bell said the 
department doesn't impose the 
permit requirement on arachnids. 
"We don't have the manpower 
to do that," he said. "These kind of 
insects, scorpions and crustaceans 
don't pose any disease threat, and 
if released, their chance of survival 
is zero," Bell said. 
Bell said he does not see the 
need for stricter regulations for 
scorpions but conceded that could 
change if they become more 
desirable in the pet trade. 
Currently, the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service requires permits 
to import the species. 
"We keep track of them when 
they come into the country and 
when they go out of the country," 
said Elizabeth Sloan, spokeswoman 
for Fish and Wildlife in 
Albuquerque. "But while they're 
here, there's nobody minding the 
store but the pet-store owner." 
Jim Berry, editor of the Journal 
of Arachnology, said he doesn't 
object to people keeping captive- 
raised scorpions, but he strongly 
opposes trafficking animals caught 
from the wild. 
"Anytime you start importing 
anything, or dealing with anything 
exotic, you're just asking for 
trouble; there's no question about 
that," he said. 
David Busse, a sales associate 
with Pete's Pets in Santa Fe, said 
he sees no need for the state to 
regulate the scorpion trade. And 
Man hands lottery 
winnings over to 
homeless family 
BOSTON - Christmas came a 
month early to a homeless family 
of four, thanks to a businessman 
who gave away his $4,000 in 
lottery winnings. 
"There's always somebody 
that needs things more than we 
do," the wife of the 49-year-old 
man, who asked to remain 
anonymous, told the Boston 
Herald. "He's got a great job and 
we have a great home, so we're 
lucky we can do this. You only 
need so much to live and the rest 
you can give away." 
The family was chosen by the 
Salem-based North Shore 
Mentoring Program, a group 
similar to Big Brothers/Big 
Sisters. 
Director Judy Crater said she 
"nearly fell over" when the man 
gave her the scratch ticket. 
"All he said to me was, 'You 
can tell her happy 
Thanksgiving,'" she said. 
Crater said the family is a 
single mother with three kids who 
are currently staying with friends. 
"She cried," Crater said of the 
woman, who makes $7.50 an hour 
working in a school cafeteria. 
"She said, 'This gives me 
something to give thanks for.' 
And she said she was going to be 
saving (the money) until they got 
into housing because they have 
no furniture and she wants to buy 
beds for the kids." 
Mississippi 
After Thanksgiving 
shopping turned 
ugly 
JACKSON - Competition for the 
Christmas season's coveted scooters 
turned ugly at a Super Wal-Mart in south 
Jackson as the post-Thanksgiving 
shopping frenzy began. 
Two women scuffled Friday when 
they reached for the last $39.95 scooter at 
the same time. "One lady was knocked 
breathless," co-manager James Hilburn 
said. "It's a pretty hot item with the kids 
and everything." 
The shoppers were not identified and 
charges were not filed. Police spokesman 
Robert Graham said the women were 
choking each other in a struggle for the 
scooter. 
Graham said a security guard was 
"inadvertently" hit in the nose during the 
shoppers' battle for the coveted scooter. 
'It was a mad house," he said Crowds at 
the 24-hour store swelled throughout the 
day. Fire officials stopped people from 
enteringthe store whenitreachedcapacity 
before noon. 
With turkey andfcotball games adim 
memory, shoppers in Mississippi woke 
up early and hit the malls and discount 
stores, seeking bargains. 
Shoppers at the Northpark Mall in 
Jackson were undaunted by early store 
openings or driving rain. 
Nearly every spaceinthemallparking 
lot was full by 8 am, and traffic was a 
tangle for blocks in every directioa 
Tiffany Woods of Pearl got up befoa; 
dawn andheaded to the mall, boyfriendin 
tow, where they joined a line outside JC 
Penney's department store just before 7 
am The attraction was VCRs for $59.95 
each. 
"Those went really quick," said 
Woods, who shops after Thanksgiving 
every year. "I usually come here at 6, but 
the store didn't open until 7." 
The average consumer will spend 
$l,684onChristmasthisyear,up8percent 
from 1999, industry watchers say. 
Billy Richardson of Madison ran out 
of arms to hold packages well before 8 
am He waited betweenEddie Bauer and 
Victoria's Secret for his wife, Jennifer. 
Despite being several months 
pregnant, Jennifer Richardson had her 
eye on several day-after-Thanksgiving 
bargains, and the ladies room. 
'Tm pregnant so I have to go to the 
bathroom all the time," she said. "He 
carries the bags." 
InGautierattheSingingRiverMall, 
the hunt for deals started earlier, a line 
formed outside McRae's department 
store at 4 a.m. 
Bernard and Debbie Fulkerson of 
Pascagoula came to buy toys for their 
grandchildren. 
'I've already tried the Internet to get 
some of the toys and they aren't 
available," Debbie Fulkerson said. 
Tekno Puppies and Game Boys were 
the big draws at Kay-Bee Toys, where 
store manager Billie McCurdy was 
limiting the number of shoppers in her 
store at one time to 100. "We usually 
start off at 6 am, but this year it was 
bumped back an hour to 5 am," 
McCurdy said. "This is always the 
busiest day of the year for us." 
At the Coffee Beanery in Turtle 
Creek Mall near Hattiesburg, owner 
FrankRichardson was servinghot coffee 
to early bird shoppers. "We got up at 3 
am and opened up at 4 am for the 
stores," he said. "They have a pretty 
good line down at Kay-Bee Toys and 
we took the employees coffee earlier. I 
expect we'll have a pretty good day." 
In Jackson, Victoria's Secret store 
clerk Pamela Parker said nightgowns 
and lingerie were flying off the racks. 
She offered perfume samples at the 
door as women inside crowdeddressing 
rooms. 
"We passed our regular daily sales 
level inside of an hour," said Parker. 
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WHAT   IS   THE   PROBL 
Even for a holiday weekend the University of Georgia 
Bulldogs sold out for their game against Georgia Tech. 
Here in Statesboro, however, we have a team that has had 
a more successful year and is currently in the playoffs. 
What was our student attendance like? It was pathetic. 
Our Opinion 
A handful of them showed up late and left early. McNeese 
fans that had to travel thirteen hours by car showed up in 
larger numbers, and stayed longer. 
Why is it Southern students are not willing to support 
their team? The George-Anne understands that it was 
Thanksgiving and many students went home, but why 
didn't they make the trip back to support their brethren in 
EM     WITH     GSU     FANS? 
what was an exciting playoff opener for GSU? 
Many students complain about the size of the stadium 
(saying it is too small), but are unwilling to go to the 
games to show the school and the Boosters that we need 
and will use a larger stadium. Other students complain 
about the lack of games that are broadcast on TV. Well, 
the same principle applies, if attendance is up and the 
stadium is at capacity, then TV networks will want to 
come in and broadcast the game. 
The George-Anne also realizes that many more stu- 
dents will be in attendance at this weekend's game, but 
only a handful will have been here last weekend. It 
appears as though the students of GSU will always put 
convenience before school spirit. It fits right in with the 
apathetic label they get from the community. Enough 
said. 
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GSU sophomore kicker prepared for pressure 
RANDY 
DOBSON 
Although he is 
only a sopho- 
more, Scott 
Shelton (#40) is 
accustomed to 
pressure. In just 
lis first year as 
:arting place 
kicker for Georgia 
Southern Univer- 
sity, he is also in 
his second year as the Eagles' start- 
ing punter, having handled plenty of 
pressure against teams like UGA, 
Oregon State, App. State, and 
Furman, just to name a few. 
Now, being a former high school 
kicker, I have wanted to interview 
Scott for quite some time, and finally 
had the chance to sit down and speak 
to him this past Monday night. And 
do you know what I found out? 
Shelton prepares a whole lot more 
than I did! 
In high school I was told to keep 
my head down and follow through. 
After my conversation with Shelton 
one thing became glaringly apparent 
to me: This guy prepares way too 
much for a kicker...just kidding. 
Seriously, though, we did have a 
pretty good dialogue, which I will 
share with you now: 
RD: Is there a difference in your 
approach to your job, this year from 
last? 
SS: Not really. I mean, there is 
always a little bit of pressure, in 
either kicking or punting. You have 
to use different muscles in your leg 
and body, and there is pressure, no 
matter if you punt or kick. 
RD: OK. How about between the 
regular season and the playoffs? 
SS: Again, there isn't a real big 
difference in approach. I try to make 
sure my accuracy, leg swing and 
form are all in line, and I try not to 
kick a lot. My leg needs to be as 
strong now as it was in the beginning 
of the season, so I try to find a happy 
medium. 
RD: As far as your mindset, how 
do you prepare, especially knowing 
'.at this is the "do or die" time of 
year, the playoffs? 
SS: Focus is the main thing. 
Focus what needs to be done. For 
instance, when we try "sting punt", 
which is where I try to stop it inside 
the five, but hope for inside the ten, I 
try to get a good hang-time so the 
gunners can get down there. I have to 
keep my head down as much as 
possible, plus concentrate on the po- 
sitioning of my head, shoulders, hips 
and eyes for alignment. There's also 
the way I hold the ball, at chest level, 
and try to bring my knee to my chest, 
instead of to my shoulder, like on a 
regular punt, things like that. The 
wind is more of a factor on punts, 
too, especially when dropping the 
ball, where it affects the nose. 
RD: (Sarcastically) What about 
this "laces out" crap we always hear 
about? (Scott laughs at this.) 
SS: Actually, I don't care about 
the laces being one way or another. 
Chris (Johnson #7), my holder, does 
a great job of getting control of the 
ball and getting it down. And Travis 
Burkett (#78, senior), my long snap- 
per, and Brad Bird (# 52, Junior) both 
do a great job as well. I can't stress 
how important their jobs are. They 
have to put the ball in an exact place- 
ment, and still concentrate on block- 
ing two or three guys coming up then- 
lane. 
RD: Scott, I'll be honest, after 
the first half of last week's game 
versus McNeese State, I was more 
than a little worried. We looked flat. 
Did Coach (Paul) Johnson go nuts 
during halftime? 
SS: No. He didn't have to. Be- 
sides, coach (Johnson) isn't a yell- 
ing, screaming, cussing type of coach. 
More or less, he will get in your face, 
give you a stern look, and the tell you 
what you're doing wrong and what 
he expects you to do to correct it. He 
doesn't have to remind us where we 
go to school to get his point across. 
RD: Are we ready, or will we be, 
for Hofstra? 
SS: No question we will be 
ready. 
RD: Are you as confident now, 
with all that has happened, as you 
were (individually and as a team) 
last year? *Note* There was abso- 
lute conviction when he answered 
this. 
SS: Absolutely. There should be 
no question about our football team. 
RD: Scott, I must tell you, if we 
play as well as we did in the second 
half last week, I don't think there's a 
team in the country that can beat us at 
home. 
SS: If we play like we can, as 
well as we can, we'll be tough to beat 
anywhere. 
RD: So, you think we are on 
track for another one? 
SS: I'm not biting. *Laughter* 
RD: One last question: Who do 
you like to go to the championship 
game? 
SS: In our bracket, us. No ques- 
tion. In the upper bracket, I like 
Western Kentucky. I think they're 
the sleeper no one's talking about up 
there. 
And, for the record, Shelton's 
Picks are as follows: Montana over 
Richmond, Western Kentucky over 
App. State, GSU beating Hofstra, 
and Lehigh over Delaware...so, I 
guess he did bite. I am sooo good! 
HA! 
Many thanks to Scott Shelton for 
taking the time to meet with me for 
this piece. Good luck to you, and all 
the Eagles! 
Randy Dobson is a senior at GSU 
and wants to know where the hell all 
of you were during last week's game! 
Think you' 11 be there this week? Hope 
so; it is the playoffs you know! 
Playstation 2 all sold out, proceed to yo-yo department 
By Dave Barry 
On behalf of parents everywhere, I 
just want to say: Thanks a lot, Sony! 
We're all grateful to Sony because 
of the swell job it has done of promot- 
ing the Sony PlayStation 2, which is 
the most important advance in enter- 
tainment technology since Tickle Me 
Elmo. This thing is amazing: It can 
play video games! It can play movies! 
It can make jerky! It can perform laser 
eyeball surgery in your family room! 
Sony spent millions of dollars 
hyping the PlayStation 2, thus creating 
ahugedemand.Everychildin America 
MUST get one of these things for 
Christmas or Chanukah or Kwanzaa or 
Atheist Children Get Presents Day. 
Children who DON'T get one will be 
bitterly disappointed. 
To meet the.demand it created, 
Sony set up the PlayStation 2 manufac- 
turing facility, which is located in a 
one-car garage in suburban Tokyo. 
There, the PlayStation 2 work force, 
which consists of 92-year-old Mr. 
Wokohito Mumuwama and his 89- 
year-old wife, Blanche, have been 
making PlayStation 2 units as fast as 
they can, considering the fact that they 
must assemble all 123,972 parts by 
hand, and their candles keep blowing 
out. Nevertheless the Mumuwamas 
have been cranking out these babies at 
the rate of nearly one per month, for a 
total of 11 so far, of which eight failed 
quality-control tests because of defects 
such as spiders, denture adhesive on 
the microchips, etc. 
So the bottom line is that only three 
functioning PlayStation 2 units have 
actually been made, and two of these 
were stolen during shipment. As a re- 
sult, 37 million parents were compet- 
ing for the one remaining unit, which 
was purchased by 24-year-old video- 
game enthusiast Trevor Beanhonker, 
who got it, in a heartwarming holiday 
story, by strapping explosives to his 
chest. 
The rest of us are out of luck. We 
will have to explain to our children, in 
our most soothing Mr. Rogers voices, 
that Santa did not bring them a 
PlayStation 2 this year, but that does 
NOT mean they have been bad! It just 
means that Santa hates them. 
So again I say: Thanks, Sony! Way 
to plan! Maybe you could use the same 
kind of marketing expertise to open a 
chain of restaurants. Each one could 
have 50 tables, 15 waiters, five chefs, 
an extensive menu, and one lone packet 
of saltines. 
But enough bitterness. As the old 
farm saying goes, there is no point in 
spilling milk on a bam door that has 
already hatched. So what if we can't 
buy our kids a PlayStation 2 this year! 
Who says they need it anyway? What' s 
wrong with the toys we got when I was 
aboy?Someofthemwerepretty darned 
"high tech," too! For example, there 
was a toy called the "Wheel-O," which 
was this wheel that you rolled around 
and around in this metal frame, which 
the wheel stuck to because 
of..magnetism! Wow! I bet our kids 
would think THAT was pretty "cool," 
huh? 
Another day older 
and deeper in debt 
MARNITE 
ZACHERY 
Today is my 
birthday. I am 
not cam- 
paigning for 
presents, 
though they 
are always 
welcome, but 
instead I am 
experiencing 
several 
epiphanies. 
The first being 
that getting 
older is not necessarily synony- 
mous with being wise. Of course, 
I was subconsciously aware of this 
fact. There are millions of people 
who will simply never have a clue 
no matter how old they get. My 
epiphany begins with the realiza- 
tion that I am a procrastinator. 
There I said it. As I write this 
column at the last minute I am 
operating on a grand total of one 
hour of sleep. Now you may feel 
sorry for me but, like my dearest 
friends, you may not after hearing 
my explanation^ 
At about six a.m. this morn- 
ing I completed a research paper 
that I have known about all semes- 
ter. My alarm went off at seven 
a.m. and I prepared for my six 
classes, an appointment with my 
professor, and my favorite, writ- 
ing my column here at the George- 
Anne. Even more interesting is 
the fact that I will be doing the 
very same thing tonight for yet 
another paper that I have known 
about all semester. I am older, yet 
I am still doing the same "last 
minute paper thing" that I did two 
years ago. When will I "wise- 
up"? Perhaps when I graduate. 
Epiphany #2: The "real 
world" seems to have gotten a tad 
bit closer to me than it was when I 
was eighteen. At eighteen 'mar- 
riage' was a dirty word, gradua- 
tion was just that "thing" that was 
so far away, and my only job was 
going to class. Living on campus, 
I often left the lights on all day, ran 
the water constantly and wasted 
the prepaid meals that mom had 
paid for at the beginning of the 
year. Financial aid checks meant 
non-stop shopping sprees, espe- 
cially since those nice cashiers al- 
ways wanted to give me a credit 
card even though I had no job. I 
still have no "real" job—only very 
real credit card bills. The cashiers 
never told me about this part. 
Today, graduation in May is fast 
approaching, wedding invitations 
arrive as often as phone bills, and 
leaving the lights on when the 
house is empty are grounds for at 
the very least, an extensive repri- 
mand. 
Epiphany #3: Democracy 
does not always benefit the people. 
Growing up, we were forced to 
say "The Pledge of Allegiance" 
daily. Like zombies, every morn- 
ing we stood up with one hand up 
and one across our chest. If you 
had asked us what the words we 
were saying meant you would have 
likely gotten a blank stare. All we 
knew was that it had something to 
do with our freedom. Funny how 
the girl who refused to say it al- 
ways got sent to the principals 
office. Guess she didn't want to be 
"free" like the rest of us. Unfortu- 
nately, many of us are still zom- 
bies waving flags, and fighting for 
our freedom, life, liberty and the 
pursuit of happiness while mil- 
lions of people are hungry and 
homeless. We practice liberty for 
some and justice for the privileged 
yet we preach one nation under 
God. America keeps getting older 
but when will it get wiser? 
With four hours of my birth- 
day left I plan to use my time 
effectively and efficiently. I will 
finally respond to the Volunteer 
Services emails that I have been 
getting and'sign up to do some- 
thing, anything to help someone 
else. I' m going to finish my paper 
and I refuse to stay up past three. 
Some things I know I cannot 
change but I'm going to gradually 
give the rest of that stuff a try— 
tomorrow. 
Marnite Zachery is a Senior English 
major andcolumnist at the George-Anne. 
She can be reached for comment at 
mamitez@hotmail.com.   ' 
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A letter from your SGA President 
FRANCYS 
JOHNSON 
Greet- 
ings, 
As we 
a p - 
I proach 
the lsat 
month of 
the year 
2000, I 
write in 
amazement 
at how fast 
this year 
seems to have passed. This has 
been an incredible year to say 
the least. It is with great expec- 
tation that we all look to a new 
year with more possibilities and 
even more challenges. Your 
SGA has refocused it's atten- 
tion to the concerns of the stu- 
dents and it is with this objec- 
tive we plan to chart our course. 
As stated in the Strategic Plan, 
"Georgia Southern will be rec- 
ognized as one of the best pub- 
lic comprehensive universities 
in the country in the next ten 
years" and your SGA believes 
that students are an important 
part of a successful formula. 
I would first like to extend 
thanks to Mr. Aaron Nicely for 
his service to the student body 
and the work that was accom- 
plished during his administra- 
tion. His hard work and dedica- 
tion will long be remembered. 
One of my favorite personali- 
ties, Bill Cosby, once said, "I 
don't know the key to success, 
but the key to failure is trying to 
please everybody" and I appre- 
ciate the essence of his state- 
ment. I hope to continue pro- 
viding updates through this col- 
umn about the progress of the 
SGA. 
Currently, the senate is con- 
sidering the objectives for the 
spring semester which include 
integrating the students into the 
University's Strategic Plan, en- 
hancing our communication to 
the student body, establishing a 
comprehensive community ser- 
vice plan, providing greater fi- 
nancial and development sup- 
port to our student organiza- 
tions and increasing support for 
all athletic teams. Your SGA is 
also working hard to raise funds 
to support the State Charitable 
Contributions Program (United 
Way) and ask that all student 
organizations stop by the Of- 
fice with a donation. We invite 
you to drop by the SGA with 
any ideas, concerns or problems 
that you may have. Remember, 
we are here to serve you. 
One of the main questions I 
hear asked concerns major 
projects such as parking decks, 
online registration, etc. Of 
course we all know that none of 
these things can be appropri- 
ated in one year's time but you 
can be assured that we are lay- 
ing a foundation by which the 
following administrations can 
build. 
In conclusion, I look at GSU 
not as an institution, but as one 
big family. Sure, we may not 
all know one another, but there 
is a bond that links us all to- 
gether. It is my hope that we, 
your SGA, never again let our 
differences divide us. In the 
month of November we lost 
three members of our family: 
Daniel Elder, Patricia Pace and 
Becky Burkhalter. My thoughts 
and prayers go out to all of the 
families and friends of each of 
them. Each of them had goals 
and dreams and it is very hard to 
understand why they were taken 
from us. However, it is up to 
each of us to make sure that we 
understand now more than ever 
the importance of today. I chal- 
lenge each of you to truly live 
every day to its very fullest. 
Savor life, and let those around 
you know how much they mean 
to you. Happy Holidays from 
your SGA. 
Sincerely, 
Francys Johnson 
President 
GSU Student Government Association 
Georgia Southern 
Student Phone 
Directories are 
Here! 
Off-campus students 
may pick up the phone 
directories at the 
Information Desk in the 
Russell Union. On- 
campus students will 
receive them in their 
Residence Halls. 
Letter to the 
Editor: 
I read the letter to the editor 
fromMonday, November 13,2000, 
and I must say that I am sorry that 
many students have to suffer when 
using the computer labs here on 
campus. However, I do not feel 
too bad. A majority of the prob- 
lems in computer labs are caused 
by disrespectful students who 
abuse what is offered to them. I do 
not know how many times I have 
heard people say, "Well, I pay for 
the Technology Fee, I can do what 
I want." Well, let me tell you 
something. There are more re- 
spectful students who also pay that 
same Technology Fee who do not 
abuse the labs and have to suffer 
the wrath of your ignorance. 
Rules are implemented for rea- 
sons. The number one rule that is 
broken is people bringing food and 
drink into the labs. This rule was 
made in case accidents occur. Well, 
this rule has to be enforced even 
more for other reasons. There are 
people, especially in Winburn, who 
seem to like to have food fights or 
something in the lab. There have 
been numerous occasions that I 
have found potato chips thrown all 
over the lab, candy bars smashed 
under keyboards and potato chips 
dumped into a printer. I guess the 
keyboards move around too much 
because I have found them held in 
place with gum. One day, my boss 
has even found a banana smashed 
into a disk drive. And people won- 
der why the hardware is often 
messed up. There are also times 
that people do not pay attention to 
their disks. The metal slides are 
messed up and get stuck in the 
drives messing them up, but acci- 
dents happen... Then there arc 
people who pay too much attention 
to their stuff and when it messes up 
they decide to steal what ever they 
need from the labs. This is just 
ridiculous! 
Speaking of hardware, let's talk 
about Landrum and its keyboards. 
Sure, those are not the best desks in 
the world.  The keyboard holder 
was terribly designed, and it knocks 
the keys off the keyboard way too 
easily. Needless to say it was a 
poor choice to buy those desks. 
However, this is not the reason 
half the keys are missing. The 
decent people who use the com- 
puters in Landrum are normally A: 
aware of the problem and are care- 
ful when putting the keyboard back 
under the desk or B: puts the keys 
back if they do pop off. It is sad 
that a majority of the students here 
at Georgia Southern are not very 
decent! 
Now, the paper issue. I have to 
apologize for the times we are out 
of paper. I order the paper early, 
but it does not seem to always get 
to me on time. I don't know maybe 
it is my fault, but if it is I am sorry 
and I will work at getting it here 
faster. I do need to comment on the 
abuse of paper by students, though. 
Every week I bring about 2.5 cases 
of paper to the Union alone. That 
is an insane amount of paper for 
one week. That is about 12,000 
plus sheets.   People just do not 
care. They will print a book and 
then throw it away. They are also 
the first to complain when the pa- 
per is out. We are really lucky the 
school does not charge us for pa- 
per. Most schools do. So, I think 
if people were more responsible 
with the paper we will not run out 
when people really need it. 
Again, I am sorry if you are one 
of the decent responsible students 
who use the labs and are affected 
by the other irresponsible, abu- 
sive, and indecent students. Also, 
let me also throw this in. The loud 
obnoxious people who tend stand 
around in the labs yelling or show- 
ing everyone porn just need to go! 
There are people trying to study 
who do not need you to disturb 
them. After all is that not the 
reason we came to Georgia South- 
ern University for? 
Robert Coggins 
Assistant Lab Supervisor / Student 
Computer Services 
Georgia Southern University 
mrcoggins @ ureach.com 
53%d CLnmiai MJU>A Qewgia SMUA&UI 
Unia&teiU/, SxAelaxafiip, Stagnant 
Information session to find out more about being 
involved in the pageant and to answer all your 
questions Thur 12/7 at 7:00pm at the Russell Union 
Room 2070 
Applications are now available in the Office of 
Student Programs Russell Union, Room 2022 
Pageant to be held on Fri Feb 3,2001 in the 
Russell Union Ballroom at 7:00pm 
If you have any Questions, please call the Office of 
Student Programs at 486-7270 or visit us at the 
Russell Union, Room 2022 
nit DIM DID u m M rvfl 51 
CONTINUES 
Round II of the Playoffs 
will be held at Paulson Stadium this 
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 2nd @ 1 pm 
The Eagles will play host to the 
H0FSTRA PRIDE 
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2000 playoffs underway with no big surprises 
By Doug Kidd 
Senior Sports Writer 
This past weekend's I-AA playoff 
games went about as expected with 
five of the eight home teams winning 
while two of the "upsets" were ex- 
pected. Top seeds Montana, Dela- 
ware, Georgia Southern, and Western 
Kentucky all won fairly easily while 
Richmond pulled off a last second win 
overYoungstownStateathome. Three 
lower seeded teams came through with 
wins on the road but two of them were 
not all that surprising with undefeated 
Lehigh taking out Western Illinois and 
an improving Appalachian State team 
downing a struggling Troy State team. 
A high-powered Hofstra offense ended 
Furman's run in this year's playoffs as 
the Paladins took a first-round exit for 
the second straight year. 
Predictions: Last Week: 6-2 Over- 
all: 43-15 
#IMontana45#16Eastern Illinois 13 
Last Week: Top-ranked Montana 
improved to 11-1 with the help of wide 
receiver Jimmy Farris' six catches for 
178 yards and two scores and a fumble 
recovery foranothertouchdown in their 
first round rout of Eastern Illinois (8- 
4). Grizzly quarterback Drew Miller, 
who missed three games earlier this 
season due to injury, left the game late 
in the first half but after already tossing 
for 239 yards and staking the Big Sky 
champions to a 24-7 lead. Miller's 
backup, John Edwards led Montana to 
three scoring drives in the second half 
while completing 7-of-9 passes for 102 
yards. Running back Yohance 
Humphrey led all Montana backs with 
90 yards rushing. 
#8 Richmond 10 #9Youngstown 
State 3 
Last Week: In wet and cold condi- 
tions Richmond (10-2) scored 10 points 
in the game's final two minutes to 
upend defending national runner-up 
Youngstown State (9-3) at home. Af- 
ter the Spider's Doug Kirchner kicked 
a 24-yard field goal to tie the score at 3- 
3, Richmond comerback Jason Hill in- 
tercepted a Jeff Ryan pass and returned 
it 44 yards for the game-winning score. 
The game was determined by defense 
as Richmond held the Penguins to just 
94 yards rushing and 95 passing yards 
and only eight first downs in the win. 
The teams played to a scoreless first half 
as Youngstown State had a chance to 
go ahead but two field goals (37,41) 
from freshman Jake Stewart were 
missed.. Stewart did hit a 24-yarder 
early in the third quarter to give the 
Penguins their only score. Richmond 
backup quarterback D'Arcy Wills led 
all rushers with 77 yards on 14 carries. 
This Week: After their emotional 
win against Youngstown, Richmond 
gets to travel to Missoula, Montana to 
takeontop-rankedMontana. IfMiller 
(2,439 yards, 14 TD, 6 LNT. in the 
regular season) can't go for Montana, 
his backup John Edwards has proven 
to be a reliable replacement. In the 
three games that the former B YU quar- 
terback missed earlier this year, 
Edwards stepped in and led the Griz- 
zlies to a 3-0 record. If Miller is out, 
look for running back Yohance 
Humphrey (883 yards, 9 TD) to get 
more touches. Richmond will need to 
control the ball and not have any turn- 
overs if they intend on upsetting a 
powerful Montana squad. Spider run- 
ning back Tyronne Turner (843 yards 
9 TD) is the focal point of the ground- 
oriented Richmond attack. 
Prediction: Montana34 Richmond 10 
#5 Western Kentucky 27 #12 
Florida A&M0 
Last Week: Western Kentucky (11- 
1) posted their fourth shutout of the 
season in holding the high-powered 
Florida A&M (9-3) offensive attack to 
135 yards and 10 first downs. The 
Hilltoppers limited Rartlerquarterback 
Quinn Gray to 15-of-38 passing and 
intercepted him four times while hold- 
ing All-American wide receiver 
Jacquay Nunnaly to five catches for a 
total of nine yards. Western Kentucky 
held the ball for 42:28 and backup 
running back Donte Pimpleton ran for 
a season-high 96 yards and two touch- 
downs in leading the Hilltoppers to the 
win in pouring rain. 
#13 Appalachian State 33  #4 
Troy State 30 
w^         i  IB 
J#   k 
Luke Renfroe 
AN EXPECTED WIN: The Eagles defeated #14 
McNeese State in the first round of playoff games 
in Statesboro on Saturday. The team will take on 
Hofstra thisSaturdayatl :00 pm in Paulson Stadium. 
Last Week: Appalachian State (9- 
3) got 237 yards and two touchdowns 
on27-of-41 passingfromJoeBurchette 
in helping them avenge an earlier loss 
to Troy State (9-3) earlier this season. 
The Mountaineers ran 89 plays com- 
pared to just 58 for the Trojans while 
controlling the ball for more than 38 
minutes in the win. App. State's de- 
fense showed up in the first three quar- 
ters, limiting Troy State to just 94 yards 
of offense in helping the Mountaineers 
to a 26-9 lead heading into the fourth 
quarter. But Troy State rallied in the 
game's final 15 minutes, gaining 163 
yards andscoring21 points butit wasn't 
enough for the comeback. 
This Week: Western Kentucky will 
host 13th seeded Appalachian State this 
weekend in a game that will pit two 
different offensive styles. The 
Hilltoppers will try to control the ball 
and keep it on the ground with their 
option attack and hope 
that their defense, led 
by Buck Buchanan 
Award finalist Melvin 
Wisham (147 tackles, 
6 sacks) and safety 
BobbySippio(9INT, 
22 pass breakups) can 
slow down the Moun- 
taineer passing attack! 
Since Karim Razzak 
went down to injury, 
App. State has turned 
the tailback position 
over to Jerry Beard 
(638yards,6TD)full- 
time and he has pro- 
duced. But the Moun- 
taineers will need 
Burchette (1,730 
yards, 13 TD, 6 INT) 
to beat the Hilltoppers 
because Western Ken- 
tucky has given up less 
than three yards per 
rush this season. 
Prediction: Appa- 
lachian State 17 Western Kentucky 12 
#2 Delaware 49 #15 Portland State 14 
Last Week: Delaware (11-1) ripped 
Portland State (8-4) for 620 yards, in- 
cluding 357 on the ground in their first- 
round win. Six different Blue Hen 
players scored touchdowns, including 
fourrunningbacks, asCiuigCummings 
led the balanced attack with 84 rushing 
yards and two touchdowns. Receiver 
Jamin Elliot had five catches for 146 
yards and a touchdown while quarter- 
back Matt Nagy passed for 263 yards 
in the win. The Delaware defense held 
Charles Dunn, the nation's third-lead- 
ing rusher, to 53 yards on 14 carries. 
#10 Lehigh 37 #7 Western Illinois 7 
Last Week: Lehigh (12-0), the only 
undefeated team in this year's play- 
offs, took out their frustrations of not 
getting a home game in their trouncing 
of Gateway Conference champion 
Western Illinois (9-3). The Patriot 
League champs were led by quarter- 
back Brant Hall's three touchdown 
passes while running back Phil Pleas- 
ant ran for 69 yards and two scores for 
the Mountain Hawks. The game was 
never close as Lehigh jumped out to a 
30-7 halftime lead on their way to 
rolling up 524 yards of total offense to 
the Leathernecks 194. 
This Week: Second ranked Dela- 
ware hosts Lehigh this weekend in a 
game that on paper looks like a mis- 
match. TheBlueHens.withtheirunique 
wing-t offense has been arguably I- 
AA's best team this season and are a 
fluke overtime loss to New Hampshire 
from being undefeated. Matt Nagy 
(2,718 yards, 25 TD, 12 INT) directs the 
explosive offense while running backs 
Jimmy O'Neal (661 yards, 3 TD) and 
Butter Pressey (539 yards, 6 TD) lead a 
balancedrunningattack. Lehigh'sBrant 
Hall (1,946 yards, 18 TD, 3 INT) has 
been steady all season and leads an 
efficient offense along with tailback 
Phil Pleasant (770 yards, 9 TD). Dela- 
ware will look to throw the ball against 
a Lehigh defense that gives up less than 
three yards per rush but gives up 213 
yards passing per outing, 84lh in I-AA. 
Prediction: Delaware 34 Lehigh 13 
#11 Hofstra 31 #6Furman 24 
Last Week: Hofstra's Rocky Butler 
threw for 262 yards and a touchdown 
and ran for two other scores in helping 
the Pride (9-3) down Furman (9-3) at 
Paladin Stadium. Furman had one last 
chance to tie the game and take it into 
overtime but Justin Hill's fourth-and- 
eight passing attempt from the Hofstra 
twenty-yard line sailed out of bounds. 
Hofstra running back Trevor 
Demmierushedfor 130 yards to help 
offset Furman's Louis Ivory's 172 
yards and two touchdowns. Hofstra 
outgained the Paladins 442-400 in 
the contest. 
#3 Georgia Southern 42 #14 
McNeese State 17 
Last Week: Adrian Peterson re- 
turned from a two-game absence and 
posted his highest rushing total of 
the year in GSU' s first-round victory 
at Paulson Stadium. Peterson's 203 
yards and a touchdown, his first 200+ 
yard game of the year but twelfth of 
his career, helped pace an Eagle of- 
fensive attack that rolled up 479 yards 
rushing, 589 total. Quarterback J.R. 
Revere helped set the pace as well, 
gaining 133 yards and scoring GSU's 
first touchdown while passing for 
110 yards and a score. McNeese 
State played GSU well in the first 
half, posting 302 yards of offense 
while taking a 17-14 lead. But the 
Cowboys were shut out in the second 
half while gaining just 102 yards. 
This Week: Hoftra will go on the 
road for the second straight week 
when they travel to Statesboro to 
take on Georgia Southern. Hofstra 
has performed well on the road this 
year, posting wins at top-seeded 
Montana and UMASS. Butler has 
been the key to the Pride offense this 
season, passing for 2,341 yards and 
22 touchdowns while rushing for 
439yards. Freshman tailback Trevor 
Dimmie(l,319yards,6TD)ledallI- 
AA first-year players in rushing this 
season. Georgia Southern will look 
to again get Peterson off and running 
as the Eagles are 12-0 in games that 
Peterson breaks the 200 yard mark. 
Revere will also be an important 
man to watch as he and deep-threat 
receiver Chris Johnson will look to 
keep defenses honest. 
Prediction: Georgia Southern 
34 Hofstra 24 
Eagle baseball signs six players for 2001-02 season 
6-A News Service 
Georgia Southern head baseball 
coach Rodney Hennon announced 
Monday that six high school student- 
atMetes have signed national letters- 
of-intent during the early signing 
period to attend GSU and play base- 
ball in 2001-02. 
"I feel as if we have signed a 
quality recruiting class," Hennon 
said. "We have addressed some im- 
mediate needs by adding depth to our 
pitching staff and in the outfield." 
The class consists of three pitch- 
ers, two outfielders, and an infielder. 
Kevin Culpepper and Vinnie 
DeChristefaro are both leffhanded 
pitchers and are joined by righthander 
Brian Harrison. Adam DeLoach will 
provide the Eagles with neededdepth 
in the infield while Stan Lyons and 
Brandon Williams will vie for time 
in the outfield. 
Kevin Culpepper, Toccoa, Ga. 
was 6-1 for Stephens County High 
School in 2000. The 6'5 lefty surren- 
dered 18 hits while striking out 67 in 
41 innings last year. Culpepper also 
played summer baseball for the At- 
lanta Mustangs. 
Vinnie DeChristefaro, Richmond 
Hills, Ga. another big lefthander who 
stands 6'3, finished the 2000 season 
with a 5-2 record and a 2.81 ERA for 
Richmond Hills High School. He sur- 
rendered 29 hits and 26 walks while 
striking out 99 batters in 51.5 innings 
last year. 
Brian Harrison, Dalton Ga. who 
stands 6 '2, completed the 2000 sea- 
son with a 10-0 record while also 
recording eight saves for Dalton 
High School. He surrendered 56 hits 
and 20 walks while striking out 140 
batters and compiling a 1.13 ERA in 
86-2 innings, earning him the Re- 
gion 7-AAA Player-of-the-Year 
award. 
Adam DeLoach, Statesboro, Ga. 
who played both shortstop and third 
base for Statesboro High School, 
batted a .433 and collected 29 RBI in 
2000. He was the 1999 and 2000 
Gold Glove Award winner for 
Statesboro. 
Stan Lyons, Lawrenceville, Ga. 
batted .380. collecting .27 hits, in- 
cluding six home runs, for Collins 
Hill High School in 2000. He stole 
12 bases whil tallying six home runs 
and 25 RBI. 
Brandon Williams, Vidalia, Ga. 
hit .338 as a junior, tallied 23 hits 
with seven doubles, two triples, and 
one home run last season. He totaled 
20 RBI for Vidalia High School. 
Eagles fall to Univ. of Arkansas in a close meet 
Eagles fall to High Point in last seconds of game 
G-A News Service 
Julius Jenkins connected on a pair of 
free throws with seven seconds left to 
give Georgia Southern a one-point lead 
over High Point with just seven seconds 
remaining, only to have the Panthers' 
Doug Alves connect on a last-second 
jumper to give the hosts a 67-66 non- 
conference victory over the Eagles Sat- 
urday afternoon at the Millis Center. 
The game-winning shot ruined a tor- 
rid rally by the Eagles, who used a 15-1 
run in the final 3:48 of the contest to wipe 
away a 13-point deficit Todd Shipley's 
three-pointer with 3:45 left started the 
runforGeorgiaSouthem,whichincluded 
a jumper by Jenkins and four consecu- 
tive Iayups, three from Sean Peterson 
and the last by Frank Bennett. 
Jimmy Bennett's free throw ended a 
string of five straight turnovers by the 
Panthers, who then fouled Jenkins driv- 
ing the lane with :07 remaining in the 
contest. Jenkins swished both attempts, 
giving the Eagles the one-point advan- 
tage and setting up Alves' heroics. 
Jenkins IedtheEagles(l-2)withagame- 
high24points, while Wayne Wooley.mak- 
ing his first career start, pulled downacareer- 
high 10 rebounds.Georgia Southern shot 
just 41.7 percent from the field and made 
only 4-of-22 (182 percent) three-point at- 
tempts. 
Alves and Bennett each had 13 to lead 
ttePantliere(2-2).MartasIgnataviciusadded 
12 and Valdas Kaukenas chipped in 10. 
The contest began a stretch for Geor- 
G-A News Service 
The Georgia Southern swimming 
and diving team swam well against the 
University of Arkansas in Fayetteville, 
Arkansas on November 18. Despite 
finishing first in the 400 individual 
medley, 200 butterfly, 200 backstroke, 
and 200 freestyle relay, the Eagles lost 
the meet by a score of 157-84. 
Freshman Lauren Bird brought 
home a first-place victory in the 400- 
yard individual medley (4:39.96). Her 
teammate, freshman Erin Downs, fin- 
ished first in the 200-yard butterfly 
(2:11.89). Junior Melanie Deal 
rounded out the individual event wins 
in the 200-yard backstroke (2:14.51). 
All three finished with season best 
times in their respective events. 
"The ladies swam really well this 
weekend against some nationally- 
ranked swimmers," said head coach 
Tracy Ljone. "We brought home 
many season best times and the meet 
was much closer than last year." 
The 200-yard freestyle relay team 
of Liz Moran, Emily Geiger, Lauren 
Bird and Brooke Frederick claimed the 
goldwithaseasonbesttirneoffl :44.47). 
Georgia Southern will face North 
Florida in Jacksonville, Fla. on De- 
cember 8 at 12 noon. 
Jill Burnham 
A CLOSE MATCH: The swimming and diving team 
competed in a close meet against the Univ. of 
Arkansas on Nov. 18th. The team took home first 
place wins despite their loss by a score of 157-84. 
gia Southern in whichitplays seven of its 
next nine games away from Hanner 
Fieldhouse. The Eagles head to Evans- 
ville (Tnd) to take on the Aces, a member 
of the Missouri Valley Conference, 
Wednesday night at 8:35 p.m. eastern. 
Lady Eagles fall to Vanderbilt, 
Georgia, defeat Tennessee St. 
Jill Burnham 
LAST SECOND FALL: The men's basketball team scored in the last seven 
seconds to come up one point ahead of High Point, only to have the Panthers 
score in the last second, the Eagles fell 67-66. 
G-A News Service 
The Georgia Southern 
women's basketball team gained 
a split of two games played in 
Nashville, Tenn. during the past 
week, falling to #25 Vanderbilt 
88-70 on Wednesday and then 
defeating Tennessee State 76-63 
on Friday. 
The Lady Eagles jumped out 
to an early 9-2 lead in their game 
against the Commodores before 
Vanderbilt used a 15-2 run to 
seize control of the game. Vandy 
eventually claimed a 36-20 half- 
time lead. 
After the Commodores in- 
creased their lead to 20 early in 
the second half, Georgia South- 
ern fought back to cut the deficit 
to 43-33 with 11:35 remaining. 
However, Vanderbilt size, with 
the starters averaging almost four 
inches taller over the Lady Eagles 
starters, proved to be too much as 
the Commodores claimed the 18- 
point victory. 
Sharon Mitchell led the Lady 
Eagles with 16 points while Danna 
Simpson poured in 14. 
Friday's contest proved to be 
more successful as Georgia 
Southern jumped out to an early 
11-0 lead. The Lady Eagles even- 
tually saw their lead cut to 15-14 
before once again making a run. 
GSU led 36-28 at the half. 
The Lady Tigers attempted a 
comeback in the second half, cut- 
ting the deficit to 43-40 before 
Georgia Southern used a 10-0 run 
to seal the victory. 
Lauren Langley came off the 
bench to lead the Lady Eagles 
with 15 points while freshman 
Jessica Everett added 12 off the 
bench. Amy Krach recorded the 
first double-double of her career, 
finishing with 10 points and ll 
rebounds. 
The Eagles traveled to Geor- 
gia for a Monday competition. 
Deanna "Tweety" Nolan had 19 
points off the bench in leading the 
Georgia women's basketball team 
to an 85-57 win over Georgia 
Southern on Monday in front of 
2,242 at Stegeman Coliseum. 
Nolan connected on 9-of-14 
shots from the floor to pace the 
Lady Bulldogs (3-2), who shot a 
season-best 56.3 percent (36-of- 
64). Nolan also matched her ca- 
reer high with seven assists. 
"I thought the offense moved 
the ball well tonight and took 
good shots," Georgia coach Andy 
Landers said. "We shot the ball 
better than we've shot it all year, 
and I think that goes back to the 
ball movement and the fact that 
we shared the ball and took good 
shots." 
Georgia Southern (2-2), which 
got 13 points for Sharon Mitchell, 
shot 35.4 percent (23-of-65) from 
the floor. Georgia's lead through- 
out the second half was double 
digits, including a high of 32 
points at 77-45 with 4:19 remain- 
ing. 
"We play teams like Georgia 
for a reason," Georgia Southern 
coach Rusty Cram said. "It ex- 
poses our weaknesses and we 
can go back and examine them. 
We hung in there with them for 
awhile in the first half, but they 
used a 10-minute stretch to re- 
ally open up the game. We were 
outmanned and outmatched. 
They had more height inside and 
they put the ball in the basket." 
Georgia Southern next travels 
to Ft. Worth, Texas to face Texas 
Christian on Friday at 8:00 p.m. 
•W 
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Five GSU players make all-conference first and second teams 
G-A News Service 
,' Furman University claimed three 
major awards on Tuesday, Nov. 21, 
as the Southern Conference an- 
' nounced its all-conference football 
team as selected by the league's nine 
head coaches. 
> The Paladins had the SoCon's 
Offensive Player of the Year in run- 
ning back Louis Ivory, the league's 
, Player of the Year in linebacker Will 
Bouton, and the recipient of the 
Jacobs Blocking Trophy in offensive 
tackle Josh Moore. Among the other 
J awards handed out by the SoCon on 
Tuesday, Wofford's Mike Ayers was 
named the league's Coach of the 
, Year and Western Carolina wide re- 
ceiver Lamont Seward was the SoCon 
Freshman of the Year. 
»     Three players were unanimous 
selections to the team. Ivory and 
Georgia Southern's Adrian Peterson 
were each named on all possible bal- 
lots, and Georgia Southern defen- 
sive lineman Freddy Pesqueira also 
received all possible votes. 
Appalachian State led the way 
with seven selections on the first 
team offense and defense followed 
by Furman with five. Chattanooga 
and Georgia Southern each had three 
players select|d. 
Ivory, a junior, led the nation in 
rushing this season with 2,079 yards. 
He set a SoCon record with 301 yards 
rushing against Georgia Southern on 
Nov. 4 and also became the first 
league rusher to surpass the 2,000- 
yard mark in 11 regular season games. 
Bouton recorded 120 tackles for 
the Paladins this year as a junior. He 
FIRST TEAM OFFENSE 
TE - Daniel Wilcox, Appalachian State (6-2, 218, Sr.) 
WR - Troy Albea, Appalachian State (6-0,200, Sr) 
WR - Richmond Flowers, Chattanooga (6-0,200, Sr.) 
T - Josh Moore, Furman (6-5, 309, Sr.) 
T - Billy Young, Appalachian State (6-5, 300, Sr.) 
G - Marty Priore, Furman (6-1,284, Jr.) 
G - Eric Nash, Wofford (6-3,270, Jr.) 
C - Chris Stewart, Furman (5-11,275, Jr.) 
QB - Chris Sanders, Chattanooga (6-1, 215, Sr.) 
RB - Louis Ivory, Furman (5-8,197, Jr.)* 
RB - Adrian Peterson, Georgia Southern (5-10, 212, Jr.)* 
RS - Teray Frost, VMI (6-2,195, Sr.) 
PK - Matt Vick, Chattanooga (5-11,185, Sr.) 
also was among the conference lead- 
ers with 14 tackles for loss. He had 
two sacks on the season. 
Ayers led Wofford to a 7-4 record 
this year and a fourth place finish in 
the SoCon. The seven wins is the 
most by the Terriers since moving to 
Division I in 1995. 
Seward had a remarkable fresh- 
man season, finishing the year with 48 
receptions for an even 1,000 yards and 
seven touchdowns. He earned a record 
five SoCon Freshman of the Week 
awards during the regular season. 
Moore, the recipient of the Jacobs 
Blocking Trophy, helped open the 
holes for Louis Ivory along the 
Furman front. Furman has the 
nation's fifth-best rushing attack in 
the country, averaging 307.5 yards 
per game. 
Adrian Peterson   Freddy Pesqueira        Nate Gates 
FIRST TEAM DEFENSE 
DL - Jimmy Freeman, Appalachian State (6-0, 238, Sr.) 
DL - Nathan Fuqua, Wofford (6-1, 260, So.) 
DL - Andre Miller, Western Carolina (6-3,261, Sr.) 
DL - Freddy Pesqueira, Georgia Southern (6-1, 241, So.) * 
LB - Will Bouton, Furman (6-2, 225, Jr.) 
LB - Joe Best, Appalachian State (5-10,237, Sr.) 
LB - Rahim El Amin, East Tennessee State (6-2,207, Sr.) 
LB - Denny Haywood, The Citadel (6-2,235, Sr.) 
DB - Denario Smalls, East Tennessee State (5-8,177, Sr.) 
DB - Richard Holland, VMI (6-0,175, Sr.) 
DB - Nate Gates, Georgia Southern (6-0,184, Sr.) 
DB - Corey Hall, Appalachian State (6-4, 196, Sr.) 
P - Nathan McKinney, Appalachian State (6-0, 220, So.) Lavar Rainey        Jason Neese 
SECOND TEAM OFFENSE 
TE - Trent Sansbury, Furman (6-2,237, Jr.) 
WR - Cecil Moore, East Tennessee State (6-2, 205, So.) 
WR - Michael Banks, Western Carolina (5-10,172, So.) 
T - Donnie Littlejohn, Furman (6-3, 269, Jr.) 
T - Gantt Neill, Chattanooga (6-3,277, Jr.) 
G - Victor Hooks, East Tennessee State (6-1, 302, Sr.) 
G - Omar Nesbit, The Citadel (6-1, 285, Jr.) 
C - Tyler Elkins, Appalachian State (6-2,260, Jr.) 
QB - Todd Wells, East Tennessee State (5-10,198, Sr.) 
RB - Fred Boateng, Western Carolina (6-1,215, Fr.) 
RB - Maurice Murphy, The Citadel (5-10,220, Jr.) 
RS - Richard Holland, VMI (6-0,175, Sr.) 
RS - Jimmy Watkins, Appalachian State (5-11,195, Jr.) 
PK - Josh Jones, Western Carolina (5-10,161, Sr.) 
SECOND TEAM DEFENSE 
DL - Brian Bodor, Wofford (6-0, 255, Sr.) 
DL - Josh Jeffries, Appalachian State (6-2, 250, So.) 
DL - Ryan Spencer, Furman (6-3,297, Jr.) 
DL - LeBryan Sperling, Furman (6-3,273, So.) 
LB - Cory Bolden, East Tennessee State (6-2,210, Sr.) 
LB - Jason Neese, Georgia Southern (6-0, 218, Jr.) 
LB - Travis Stephens, The Citadel (6-0, 225, Jr.) 
DB - Ocasio Coefield, East Tennessee State (6-3,220, Jr.) 
DB - Lorenzo Ferguson, Western Carolina (6-0, 204, Sr.) 
DB - Justin Fryer, Western Carolina (6-2,184, So.) 
DB - Lavar Rainey, Georgia Southern (5-10,183., Sr.) 
P - Jimmy Miner, Wofford (6-3, 187, Fr.) 
* indicates unanimous selection 
t 
Come Party with County Line! 
s % bunty- ine 
Friday Night 
December 1 
Haven't found the right apartment for next year? 
Check out Perimeter Properties! 
Weave got everything from 
affordable one bedrooms to 
spacious 4 bedrooms. With 
14 complexes to choose from 
and a wide range of 
amenities and prices, we Ore 
* sure we can find the 
apartment that meets your 
. needs. Stop by our office 
' and find your new home 
; today! 
PERIMETER PROPERTIES 
224 Lanier Drive 
Statesboro, GA 30458 
(912)871-4646 
Amenities Available: 
• Washer/Dryers 
• Dishwashers 
• Central Heating £ Air 
•Ceiling Fans 
• Garbage Disposals 
• Vaulted Ceilings 
• Patios 
• Energy Efficient Construction 
• Swimming Pools 
• Basketball Courts 
• Full time maintenance staff & 
24 hour emergency call 
THE CBUHUER 
(Formerly Krikkets) 
Come out and have great seafood and feast 
on oysters at the raw bar, while enjoying 
outrageous drink specials and live entertainment! 
TUESDAY 
FIGHT NIGHT - LIVE BOXING! 
f 3 COVER - $2 PITCHERS - $1 WELLS 
WINNER GETS $50 & ATROPHY 
Wednesday 
Live Bands & Free Drink 
Free Draft & Wells from 8-10 
Thursda 
Dance Party with DJ Tony 
75 C Pitchers • $2 Wells 
$300 Wet T-Shirt Contest 
Ladies 21 & Up Get in Free! 
Fridau 
Fight IMight - Live Boxing 
$50 to the Winner of Each Fight 
Saturday 
Live Entertainment 
For further information, call 681-9000. 
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Internet plays bigger role in job 
searches of Iowa colege seniors 
■ ■ and information about, available 
IOWA CITY, Jowa—The days positions tanging f internships to 
<of knocking on doors and hustling ful-time positions, 
with phone cals may stil be here    The UI paid Experience, which 
when it comes to finding a job, but opiginal software package and pays 
the Internet increasingly is helping a fee of ab maintenance and 
introduce colege graduates to technical support. 
potential employers. 
Universities across the nation 
are responding with job placement 
programs that include online 
resumes and online contacts with 
job recruiters. 
The University of Iowa is in its 
second year of offering such a. 
service. Using software developed 
just four years ago by some Harvard 
Um versity students who eventualy 
created thefirmExperience, the UI's 
e-Recruiting service is linking UI 
graduates with jobs. 
The service is being used by 
seniors in the coleges of business 
jad liberal arts, engineering, 
education and law. 
"Our No. 1 goal in doing this is 
to help students be able to reach 
their goals," said Cathy Colony 
Bunnel. UI director of engineering 
educational placement. 
"The key thing for those of us in 
Career Services is to make it as easy 
as possible for employers to recruit 
our students. We help to build that 
connection between them." 
The technology is new, so it has 
taken a while to get the system 
running. It also has taken a while 
for se system, and employers have 
been slower than students adapting 
to the new tools. 
"We had a liew glitches in the 
system itself," said Peanna Hurst, 
director of UI business and liberal 
arts placement. 
;., But now about 2t200 students 
are on the system. 
: Each colege' s placement office 
oifers the services, which include 
online resumes that students can fil 
but and the links to applications for, 
Senior Adam Neubauer, 22, of 
Des Moin summer internship 
related to his film production and 
theater majors. He worked at KDSM 
Fox 17 Kids' Club in Des Moines. 
However, he does not see 
himself using the online system to 
stay in Iowa. 
"I'm working in Iowa now to 
gain experieeaper to get here than 
in Los Angeles " Neubauer said. 
"The seling point of Iowa is 
that it's a great place to have a 
familyjaise children, and enjoy 
life," he said. "However, if the cost 
of tuition keeps increasing at the 
rate it is currently, not a single 
graduate would consider it feasible 
to raise a family here." 
State officialshavesaidthey want 
to keep graduates of Iowa's public 
universities in the state. 
UI job placement oficials say 
they deal with that concern gingerly. 
"Our goal is to fink employers and 
studentsup,"Hurstsaid. If thatmeans 
linking to a job out of state, students 
may use the system to make that 
happen. 
Hurst said, however, that she 
would like to expand the service 
eventualy to make it available to al 
UIalamni,especiauythose who move 
awayinitiaEybutwantoretornhome 
after working elsewhere a few yeare. 
Employers wiEneed to play akey 
role in that kind of expansion, Hurst= 
said, because the jobs they ofer wil 
have to be available to people 
shopping for job changes. 
Development of mat aspect of the 
service wil take some time, she said. 
"My goal is prety widespread. I 
don't expect to get there overnight" 
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Gore faces uphil legal battle in court 
TMS Campus 
FORTLAUDERDALE,Fla-When 
atorneys for Democratic presidential 
candidate Al Gore go to court Monday 
morning to contest Sunday's vote count, 
they wil face a tough legal fight But 
given the twists and turns of the hand 
talies in Miami-Dade and Palm Beach 
counties, they have a beter than even 
hope of success, experts say. 
"It's certainly an uphil batle," said 
Robertlarvis, constitutional lawprofessor 
atNovaSoutheastemUniversityinDavie, 
Fla. Ho wever, he added,' 1 think the Gore 
peoplehaveabeterthanaveragechance." 
Florida Secretary of State Katherine 
Haris' refusal Sunday evening to accept 
a partial hand count from Palm Beach 
County wil likely bolster the Democrats' 
position that legaly cast balots aren't 
beingcounted and so theelectionis flawed. 
Democratic lawyers plan to go to 
Talahassee Monday to file suit in Leon 
County Circuit Court, arguing that 
improprieties in the hand recounts gave 
theelection to the wrongman, Republican 
George W. Bush. 
One of Gore's lead atorneys, David 
Boies, said the Democrats wil chalenge 
the hand taly in three counties: Miami- 
Dade, Palm Beach and Nassau. Because 
it is a multi-county case, Florida law 
requires the chalengers to go to state 
court in Talahassee. If the chalenge had 
involved only one county, lawyers would 
have had to file suit there, state law says. 
The Florida law governing contested 
elections says an election may be 
overturned for obvious shenanigans such 
asvotefiaudorcormption.Italsoprovides 
an open-ended "catch-al" section 
whereby a losing candidate simply has to 
prove he should have won. That's the area 
upon which the Democrats wil base their 
chalenge, experts say. 
"They'l have a more broad-based 
atack and look at al three counties," said 
lohn Hil, a law professor at St Thomas 
University inMami. "They're obviously 
going to contest it claiming there should 
have been a counting of the undervote, 
the dimpled balots." 
In Miami-Dade, Gore's lawyers wil 
claim the canvassing board was 
intimidated into halting the hand count by 
a near riot of angry Republicans. In Palm 
Beach, lawyers wil argue that inrejecting 
the partial count, Haris is excluding 
legitimate balots that couldhavechanged 
theelection'soutcome.InNassau County, 
a reconstituted canvassing board 
improperly awarded 52 previously 
rejected overseas balots to Bush, the 
atorneys wil claim. 
The Democrats aren't expected to 
contest the vote from Broward County, 
where the hand taly went relatively 
smoothly and picked up a healthy 567 
votes for Gore. 
The main focus of the Democrats' 
three-pronged atackwilbeMiami-Dade 
County, where the canvassing board let 
10,700 votes go uncounted. 
"This was something that could have 
changedthe outcome," saidDavidRyden, 
an atorney and associate professor of 
political science at Hope Colege in 
Holand, Mich. "That's the logical focus 
for them in terms of contesting: It isn't 
accurate, it isn't complete, it isn't final 
and it isn' tfair. They were forced to forgo 
the recount process." 
Ryden said the Democrats wil likely 
seekthesimplestremedy: Continuing the 
hand recount in Mami-Dade. 
GOPatomeysaree^'ectedtocounter 
that the uncounted balots in the disputed 
counties were properly rejected by 
machine.are simply not validandhaveno 
bearing on the election. 
"They're going to say they are not 
legaly cast votes," said lohnny Buris, 
another Nova Southeastern University 
Law professor. 
The Democrats, Hil said, could then 
mount an argument that they need the 
completed hand recount in Miami-Dade 
as evidence to prove their case in court: 
that the balots left uncounted were 
legitimate, and would have gone to Gore. 
In the strictest legal sense, the 
Talahassee circuit judge who gets the 
case must determine whether Mami- 
Dade's canvassing board abused its 
authority by halting the hand count 
'Ultimately, what the court has to 
decide is whether it was within the sole 
discretion of the canvassing board to stop 
the recountafterthey had already started," 
Hil said. 
larvis predicts the Democrats won't 
presentanyevidenceorwitaesstestimony 
before the court, but rather ask that it take • 
"judicial notice" or use its own common 
knowledge of the situation, to assist in ^ 
reaching a decision. 
larvis also strongly believes the judge 
wilquicklyrejectheDemocrats' lawsuit 
and send it straight to the 1st District\i 
Court of Appeal, also in Talahassee. 
That court, in turn, wil boot the case 
immediately to the state Supreme Court, j^ I 
he said. 
"I would expect that by the end of this 
week, thiscasewouldbebefore the Florida- , 
Supreme Court," he said.  
larvissaidtheDemocrats' arguments 
are butressed by the contusion over^ ! 
whether to count dimpled balot marks in « h 
Palm Beach and the mob scene that   j 
preceded the Miami-Dade decision to   | ■ 
stop the count J jf 
"If Palm Beach and Mami-Dade had 
done what Broward did, then I think (the   \ 
Democrats) would be in tough shape," he W ■ 
said. 
The higher courts may order the hand 
count to continue, larvis said, simply to, ; 
maintain the status quo while they ponder* * 
theirulings. 'Courts are very sensitive to 
mamtaining the status quo," he said.   ,i_. 
But divining how a court wil rule, ^  
especialyin this wildand wooly election, 
has the legal experts shaking their heads.   | 
"I've stopped guessing," Buris said.^» I 
' We' re on the cuting edge here," Hil 
said. "Nobody's ever looked at this stuf 
before." 1  , 
I T to examine technology of voting process and how to improve /f 
TMS Campus 
There's got to be a beter way to 
hold elections than the routine that 
led the nation into the extended mess 
in Florida, and educators at the Ilinois 
Institute of Technology intend to find 
it. 
ITT students wil explore existing 
technology and issue a report in the 
spring about how American elections 
could be improved so that few balots 
would be spoiled, and voters could 
exercise their franchise with a 
minimum of confusion. 
"This curent mess stems from 
poor balot design and poor 
technology," said Henry H. Perrit 
Jr., dean of the Chicago-Kent Colege 
of Law and vice-president of HT's 
"THIS CURRENT MESS STEMS FROM POOR BALLOT 
DESIGN AND POOR TECHNOLOGY . . . VOTERS 
SHOULD BE RECEPTIVE TO ADOPTING NEW 
TECHNOLOGY THAT WILL IMPROVE THINGS." 
DEAN HENRY PERRITT, ILLINOIS INSTITUTE 
OF TECHNOLOGY 
downtown campus. "I doubt that 
before this election people knew that 
it was common to throw out tens of 
thousands of spoiled balots. Voters 
should be receptive to adopting new 
technology that wil improve things." 
IIT has a history of making public 
service projects into learning 
experiences for its students in law, 
engineering and other fields. 
The school has worked with 
Balkan nations to set up Internet sites 
so that human rights abuses in the 
former Yugoslavia could be reported 
and so that independent journalists^ j 
there could get their stories onto the 
Internet. 
After having worked to help 
citizens in other countries establish" 
more open governments by using 
modern technology, Perrit said that* 
it wil be "exciting to work on a- 
project that can help reinforce 
democracy in our own nation." 
Once the ITT students begin to3 
gather information about voting 
technology, it's likely they wil 
establish a Web site to inform thej 
public about their findings and to 
invite new ideas and information, 
Perrit said. Teens turn to ecstasy as pot use declines 
TMS Campus 
Marijuana use decreased over 
the last three years among American 
teenagers, however, an increased 
use of the club-drug ecstasy shows 
drug use as a whole is not declining, 
according to a new study by the 
Partnership for a Drug Free 
America. 
The study, released Monday, 
Nov. 27, poled 7,290 teenagers 
between the ages 12 and 18 and in 
grades 7 through 12. The margin of 
error is plus or minus 1.5 percent. 
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In 2000, about 40 percent of 
teens reported trying marijuana at 
least once, down from 44 percent in 
1997. The study also found a drop 
in the number of teens who had 
used marijuana within the last 
month, down from 24 percent in 
1997 to 21 percent in 2000. 
"The shifts we're seeing with 
marijuana - which by and large 
represents the bulk of ilicit drug 
use among kids - suggest good 
things for the future," PDFA 
president Richard D. Bonnete said 
in a statement. "With this particular 
drug, we appear to be turning a 
very important corner. But as we 
turn one corner, troubling 
developments are coming at us from 
other directions - specificaly with 
Ecstasy. While the overal usage 
numbers are much lower for this 
drug, the spike we're seeing 
demands our atention." 
The drop in marijuana use 
occurred mostly between 1997 and 
1999, as figures between 1999 and 
2000 stabilized. Use of ecstasy, 
however, increased during the same 
time frame. 
About 10 percent of teens 
reported using ecstasy in 2000, 
twice the number who reported 
using the club-drug in 1995. While 
the number doubled over the last 
five years, the most significant 
increase took place over the last 
year, as use among teens increased 
from seven percent in 1999 to 10 
percent in 2000. 
The study also found smal, but 
statisticaly significant increases in 
teen  methamphetamine  and* 
inhalants use. Use of cocaine, crack, 
heroin and LSD remained stable. 
Special Photo 
ECSTASY: In 1999, teen use of the drug ecstasy reached 10 
percent, an alarming figure according to the Partnership for £M 
Drug Free America. 
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Jim Carrey is 'the Grinch' in 2000 12th Annual World AIDS Day is Friday 
By Dana MacKay 
Assistant Lifestyles Editor 
My family may be a little 
different than most when it 
comes to holiday traditions. 
We don't all sit down together 
on Christmas Eve and read 
the Christmas story from the 
Bible or read "Twas the Night 
Before Christmas." We don't 
gather around the television 
and watch "Miracle on 34th 
Street" or "It's a Wonderful 
Life." No, we at the MacKay 
household have a different 
loyalty—one to Dr. Suess. 
My brother and I grew up on 
Dr. Suess, so it seems only 
natural to watch "How the 
Grinch Stole Christmas" ev- 
ery year. So you can only 
imagine how excited I was to 
learn that Ron Howard was 
coming out with a PG version 
of The Grinch and that Jim 
Carrey would be the man in 
the suit. 
My family and I made a 
trek to the theaters this year 
for our annual watching of the 
movie and I must say I com- 
pletely enjoyed the movie. 
For those of you who are 
unfamiliar with the story, the 
Grinch lives on Mt. Crumpett 
overlooking Whoville, which 
of course, is where all the 
Whos live. The Grinch, hav- 
ing a heart two times too small 
and having a severe loathing 
of Christmas, sneaks into 
Whoville and steals all the pre- 
sents and decorations, at- 
tempting to put an end to 
Christmas once and for all. 
The original animated 
movie is only about 40 min- 
utes long, so the writers for 
the film got creative in order 
to make this one a full length, 
105-minute story. For the first 
Special Photo 
'THE GRINCH WHO STOLE CHRISTMAS': Jim Carrey stars 
in the newest version of this children's Christmas classic. 
hour, you will be wondering 
where the familiar story that 
you know went. Instead, you 
get a background story of why 
the Grinch is so Grinchy and 
who the Whos really are. 
In the original story, Boris 
Karloff is the narrator, filling 
in all the story's gaps. In the 
newest creation, Sir Anthony 
Hopkins has the honor or nar- 
rating, but not near as much, 
as we are aided in understand- 
ing the story through follow- 
ing Cindy Lou-Who all around 
Whoville. 
There were several things I 
thought were unnecessary. One 
of which was the Grinch's love 
interest. Christine Baranski 
(from the TV show "Cybill") 
plays Martha May Who-vier, a 
not so subtle play on homemaker 
guru, Martha Stewart. 
I can think of no one who 
could have played the Grinch 
better than Jim Carrey. But on 
occasion, Carrey threw in a little 
too  much  of himself and  it 
looked quite overdone. I recog- 
nized several attempts to bring 
in his wacky character from Ace 
Ventura: Pet Detective. 
Being quite familiar with the 
book and the movie, my con- 
cern was what the Whos would 
look like. To be honest, they 
looked like rats. With turned up 
noses and buck teeth, all they 
lack are whiskers. I have read 
different reports but generally 
the consensus is that it took 
make-up artists 4 hours to do 
the make-up on Carrey. I read 
also that on the busiest days, a 
total of 45 makeup artists were 
used. 
All in all, yes; the 2000 ver- 
sion has the original story in it, 
but it is hidden in all the details 
added by Ron Howard. How- 
ever, the movie is funny, enter- 
taining, and makes you once 
again think for a split second 
that Christmas isn't all about 
presents after all. It may very 
well be a new addition in my 
family's Christmas traditions. 
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X-Men toys among "Warped Toy" List 
Associated Press 
HARTFORD, Conn.- Dolls that en- 
courage children to punch them, twist 
their necks and break their arms top Rev. 
ChristopherRose'sannuallistof'warped 
toys." For 14 years, Rose, a minister at 
Grace Episcopal Church in Hartford, has 
released the pre-holiday list of the top 10 
toys he considers inappropriate for chil- 
dren. This year, toys modeled on the 
movie "X-Men" and on the World Wres- 
tling Federation headed Rose's list. 
Warped Toy No. 1 was the Wolver- 
ine "X-Men" doll called "Mutant Power 
Bashers." 
"Children are encouraged to hurt the 
toy," said Rose, who demonstrated by 
making a fist and slamming it into the 
stomach of a 20-inch-tall doll, which 
"responded" with "uhhh, my stomach." 
"The child is a participant now," Rose 
said. Recommended for children 5 and 
up, the electronic doll manufactured by 
Toy Biz has claws that flip out at the push 
of a button. It is supposed to be modeled 
after a hero in "X-Men." 
Coming in second was Back Talkin' 
Crushers, a smaller muscle-bound pro- 
wrestling doll from the WWF The doll, 
made by Jakks Pacific, responds when 
children twist its neck, aims or legs. Re- 
sponsesinclude:"Hey,letgoofmyneck!" 
"You ain't gonna break my leg" and 
"Oww, you're breaking my arm." 
"If we had a rating system as we do 
with movies, these toys wouldn't be in 
toy stores," Rose said. 
To Rose, the interactive toys are even 
more disturbing than the movies and 
video games that have provoked so much 
parental concern lately. 
'Those are imaginary, two-dimen- 
sional. The child is an observer," he said. 
"Encouraging the child to participate is 
much more psychologically powerful." 
No. 3 on Rose's list Friday was a 
Fisher-Price toy, recommended for 2- 
year-olds, called Bump n' Crash, a car 
that screeches when rammed into furni- 
ture. 'The sole purpose is to crash it. For 
a 2-year-old I found that really over the 
top," Rose said. 
No. 4 on the list was Death Row Marv 
(McFarlane Toys). When a child throws 
- the "switch," the toy convulses, and says, 
"Is that the best you can do, pansy?" and 
its eyes light up. The box says the toy is 
recommended for children 13 and up. 
No. 5 was X Men, Logan vs. Rogue 
{Toy Biz). A male toy carries a knife that 
fits into the chest of a female doll. 
Rounding out the top 10 were Al 
Simons/Clown (McFaiianeToys),agory 
doll with burn marks; Texas Chain Saw 
Massacre (McFarlane Toys), a bloody 
doll that carries a bucket for body parts; 
Incredible Edibles (Toymax), a kit for 
making "body parts" to eat; Buried Alive 
WWF (Jakks Pacific), a doll that includes 
a casket with a removable lid; and Max 
Steel Psycho figure (Mattel), a doll with 
a head that explodes. 
Rose said he purchased all the toys on 
his list locally at well-known chain stores 
such as Toy Works, KB Toys, Toys R Us, 
Ames. Wal-Mart, MediaPlay and Kmart. 
Rose gave credit to Target for not carry- 
ing any of the toys that made the list. 
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G-A News Service 
The twelfth observance of 
World AIDS Day will be com- 
memorated on this Friday, De- 
cember 1, 2000. Locally, the 
events for World AIDS Day will 
take place at GSU, Ogeechee 
Technical  College, 
and West Grady Street. 
There will also be an 
observance at First Af- 
rican Baptist Church in 
Claxton. The events 
will be coordinated by 
Amethyst    Project, 
Inc., Ogeechee Tech- 
nical College, GSU's 
Office of Multicultural 
Affairs, GSU's 
S.T.A.N.D. (Students 
Together And Not Di- 
vided), the GSU 
Health Education Of- 
fice, and the GSU Tri- 
angle Club. Planned 
activities include 
panel discussions, 
education sessions, 
student information 
fairs, and candlelight 
services. 
This year's World 
AIDS Day theme is 
"AIDS:  All  Men - 
Make a Difference." 
The purpose of this 
theme is to recognize the mil- 
'lions of people worldwide who 
are affected directly and indi- 
rectly by  HIV/AIDS.  World 
AIDS Day this year aims to in- 
crease understanding of the mag- 
nitude of the HIV/AIDS epi- 
demic globally and that the epi- 
demic continues despite new 
trends in treatment. Worldwide 
implementation of the theme pro: 
motes action and sound policies 
to prevent HIV transmission and 
minimizes the epidemic's impact 
on teenagers and young adults. 
Many countries around the 
world are observing this day to 
draw attention to the AIDS epi- 
demic. In the United States, ac- 
tivities for World AIDS Day 
around the country are coordi- 
nated by the American Associa- 
World AIDS Campaign 
tion for World Health, in con- 
junction with the joint United 
Nations Program on HIV/AIDS 
(UNAIDS), the Pan American 
Health Organization and the US 
Department of Health and Hu- 
man Services. 
World AIDS Day will link 
communities throughout the 
United States in a united obser- 
vance. This demonstration will 
signify the commitment to fight 
the AIDS pandemic and will give 
tribute to people living with HIV/ 
AIDS and to those who have died 
from AIDS. Here in Statesboro, 
the memorial service will be ob- 
served by a candlelight service 
at GSU on Thursday, November 
30, 2000 at 5:30 p.m. The ser- 
vice will be held at the Russell 
Union Rotunda. At 6 p.m. on the 
same night, the film 
"Alive and Kickin" will 
show in Room 1042 of 
the Henderson Library. 
On Friday, Decem- 
ber 1, 2000, there will 
be a total of three pre- 
sentations. The first is 
entitled "The Reality of 
Date Rape" and will run 
from 10 a.m. toll a.m. 
in Russell Union Room 
2070. "HIV and the Gay 
Community" will show 
from 11 a.m. to noon in 
the same room. "HIV 
and African American 
Males" will show from 
11 a.m. to 1 p.m. in 
Room   2041   of  the 
Russell Union. There 
will also be a table at 
the Rotunda with infor- 
mation concerning HIV 
and HIV prevention 
from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
Also, a candlelight ser- 
vice will be held on 
West Grady Street here 
is Statesboro and at Ogeechee 
Technical College. Both services 
will be held at 5:30 p.m. A candle- 
light service will also take place at 
First African Baptist Church in 
Claxton, GA on December 1 at 
5:30 p.m. 
For additional information on 
these World AIDS Day activities, 
contact Russell Oglesby at Am- 
ethyst Project, Inc. at 764-6923, 
the Health Education Office at 
GSU at 871-1732, or Jane Rocker 
or Dorothy Brown at Ogeechee 
Technical College at 681-5500. 
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Christian WIUSic:/W/sfs go pop as "Jesus Rock doesn't sell" 
Associated Press 
ATLANTA - Sing about Jesus at 
your own risk. That's the conclusion 
of some rock bands that perform 
Christian music and then seek cross- 
over success. 
They say they face constant ques- 
tions about their faith, a tough road to 
mainstream acceptance and charges 
of selling out if they ever hit it big. 
Just ask members of Sixpence 
None The Richer, who started on 
Christian music label but broke into 
pop stardom with 1999's decidedly 
secular "Kiss Me." 
The group, whose name comes 
from a C.S. Lewis essay on religion, 
has faced the question that plagues 
many mainstream performers who 
sing about spirituality: "So are you a 
Christian band or not?" 
The answer: No. Well, sort of. 
"We don't consider ourselves a 
I 
Christian band," said Jay 
Swartzendruber, publicist for the 
five-person band. "But we do see life 
through that Christian lens." 
Cue confusion among fans and 
the media. 
On the Web site for the hard-rock 
band Creed, band members devote 
much of the "frequently asked ques- 
tions" section to addressing whether 
they're a Christian band. 
Lyrics on the group's 1997 debut 
album, "My Own Prison," contain 
frequent references to God and faith. 
But they insist they aren' t a Christian 
band and have so tired of the ques- 
tion they decline most interview re- 
quests (including one forthis article). 
"People want to put that label on 
them," said Creed manager Jeff 
Hanson. "Creed's not running away 
from that, but they are doing their 
own thing. There are so many bad 
role models, I think Christians are 
probably happy to get what they can." 
So why is it such a big deal 
whether musicians call themselves 
Christians in a country where most 
people say they identify with the 
faith? 
"That's a good question," said 
Frank Breeden, president of the Nash- 
ville-based Gospel Music Associa- 
tion. "America no longer acts like a 
Christian nation. Today's approach 
toward religion is very postmodern. 
Most Americans do believe in God 
but don't want to endorse one reli- 
gion. They prefer the cafeteria plan: 
Christianity is one of many faiths." 
In other words, Jesus Rock doesn't 
sell. 
"When people are confronted with 
that, it puts them face-to-face with a 
lot of issues that are hard to deal 
with: hell, eternity, fall from grace. 
In this society we don't talk about 
that kind of stuff," said Jerry Will- 
iams, programming director at 
WVFJ-FM, Atlanta's largest Chris- 
tian radio station. 
But when Christian musicians 
score a crossover hit that doesn't 
mention God, the genre's faithful 
level charges of selling out. 
"There's people who say they 
want to have their cake and eat it, too, 
walking the line and having it both 
ways," Hanson said. 
Dabney Gordon, 14, listens al- 
most exclusively to Christian pop 
even though most of her friends at a 
Christian private school prefer 
Eminem or Britney Spears. She com- 
plained that bands have to choose 
between morality and commercial 
success, and often they, pick rock 
stardom. 
"I don't think it's pleasing to 
God," she said of bands that downplay 
their Christian roots. "It's a little 
disappointing to me. But our world 
always wants to talk about sex and 
things like that. That's what people 
are interested in, so that's what they 
buy." 
Swartzendruber said the Chris- 
tian music industry itself is to blame 
for the difficulty Christian bands have 
reaching the mainstream. Managers 
want every song to be "a three-minute 
sermonette," he said, and artists are 
allowed little creativity. 
Like many Christian bands, Six- 
pence was put on a church tour, but 
band members complained of pres- 
sure to give religious speeches after 
they played. 
Those expectations put up a wall 
between secular and religious acts 
and drove Sixpence from its first 
label. 
"We're not preachers," 
Swartzendruber said. "But there are 
some very narrow-minded believers 
who think the message, not the mu- 
sic, is the only thing that's important. 
It's an inbred community, a small 
fishbowl." 
WVFJ's Williams agreed, but said 
it's changing. 
"There are people who want to 
count the Jesus-per-minute refer- 
ences, but I don't think that's the 
majority anymore," he said. 
"Just because a band isn't as 
overtly spiritual on some albums, it 
doesn't mean they're turning then- 
backs on their faith. Christian bands 
used to be called on the carpet if they 
got away from the message. Now 
some people are disappointed if the 
big hit doesn't mention Jesus, but 
they're more accepting. It just takes 
time." 
1 
Wednesday 
Beer Bingo w/ Jacqueline & Cole 
@9:00 
$3 Pitchers of Domestic Beer 
Thursday 
Karaoke 
$1 Margaritas 
Friday 
Lever 
(live band) 
Saturday 
25<£ Wings Until 6 pin 
Gin's Request 
Sunday 
25<f Wings Until 6 pm 
Kids Eat Free 
Monday 
$2 Big Mug Refills 
$895 Sirloin 
Kids Eat Free 
Tuesday 
Live Trivia w/ Alex & Abbs (6-10 pm) 
Two for Tuesday • $2 Coronas 
Buy Wings 10 Get 10 Wings Free 
Wednesday 
Pool Tournament 
Call for Drink Specials 
Thursday 
Dolewite -n- Scooby 
250 Wings - 
Friday 
County Line Live 
$9 Buckets 
$2.50 Jim Beam 
HORIZONS 
BAR & GRIIL 
Open Daily 11:30am - 1am 
681-3533 
All-New Menu! 
Lunch Buffet 
Monday through Friday • 11am-2pm 
Saturday 
$9 Buckets of Coors Light 
250 Wings 
Monday 
$1.50 Bud Light 
$1.00 Pitchers 
.    $1.00 Vodkas 
Tuesday 
Dime Drafts 
$1 Cover til 9:30 pm 
One Meat & Two Veggies        One Meat & Three Veggies 
$^99     r .     $C49 vrguym. i 10% Discount for GSUstudents, ' W^z**L 
I faculty & staff with ID. ■ \J 
^:'l'^      f^'. 
;.f 
AH Day 
Wednesday 
All-You-Can-Eat 
Hot Wings 
764-9007 • 764-9748 
3       - Lunch 
- Dinner $gfi9 
PIZZA • CALZONES • LASAGNA • SPAGHETTI • STEAK GRINDERS 
2 g 2 Medium 1-Topping 
S     Pizzas for only 
u 
p 
o z 
o 
- 
$999 
Lunch Buffet 
11 am to 2 pm 
only 3.99 
Dinner Buffet 4.99 
(weekdays only 6-8) 
MEAT& 
n 
x 
B m 
t/i 
-n 
70 
> 
< 
HOLIDAY 
JL     Yf  if   it~\. 
405 Fair Rd. 
Next to Recreation Dept. 
Open Daily 1 lam-11:30pm 
FREE DELIVERY 
764-7669 
H 
70 
o 
s 
CO 
o Credit Cards Accepted 
--» Ask About Our Phone Card Specials *■ 
7LLIZ Q3W9 -NVHSaWHVd N3M3IH3 • SCIV1VS X33UD • SH39NI3 NHM3IH3~ 
BIGGER IS BETTER 
Dine In - Carry Out       Grand Opening Specials: 
681-7339     Big 14  1-Toppings    $5^9 
2 Big 14 2-Topping & $4 Q99 
2 Liter Drink I Z— 
200 Lanier Drive #4 
Next to Horizons 
FREE DELIVERY 
Don't 
Drink 
& Drive 
J 
Good Luck to the Eagles in the 
Playoff Game Against the Hofstra Pride! 
Saturday Paulson Stadium 
Kickoff is at 1:00pm 
•it: 
« 
nev 
(. * * * * »■ »'  
JJ 
Today's Quote 
"It ain't over 'til it's over." 
—Yogi Bera Classifieds, etc. 
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Crossword 
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ACROSS 
1 H.H. Munro 
5 Perforation 
9 Frightens away 
14 Lena or Ken 
15Trebekof 
"Jeopardy" 
16 Hooded snake 
17 Songs of the 
people 
19 Plus feature 20 Pliable 21 Ait 
Church sister Bribe 
Golfer Ernie 
Misbehaves 
Pix about folk 
Hyson or pekoe 
Piglet 
Press 
Ex-QB Tarkenton 
The Velvet Fog 
Bear's lair 
Move stealthily 
Outer edges 
Kingsley and 
Cross   ' 
Water-storing 
plants 
43 Top shot 
44 Exploit 
45 Identifies oneself 
. to a computer 
46 Yearning 
47 Lamprey 
48 Excess weight 
49 Singer Lopez 
510ftheFarEast 
56 Double-reed 
woodwinds 
58 Penultimate book 
' of Old Testament 
60 Superlatively 
stink-o 
61. Edgeless sword 
62. British princess 
63Down-and-dirty 
64 Unwanted lip. 
65 Finest 
•DOWN 
1.'Lenient 
2 vera 
3 Poter's oven 
4[Uses a brayer 
5,Use a puley 
1 2 3 ' 1  ^6 7 8 
22 
g 10 H \7 13 
14 
5 
16 
17 ia 
32 
~  ' 
19 
26 27 
20 
29 30 31 
36 
23 
35 
24 25 
?8 
41 
39 
33 
34 
45 
37 
44 
38 
40 
SO 
48 
4? 
43 
b9 
52 53 84 55 
46 
5/" 
47 
48 
58 
51 
56 1 60 81 82 63 64 '
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6 Merlin of "Father 
Murphy" 
7 Floral ring 
8 Tumors, once 
removed 
9 Skins on skuls 
10 Stockings 
11 Birthing branch of 
medicine 
12 Mineral vein 
13 Took a chair 
18 Tiny 
22 Before long 
26 Crude shelter 
27 Reached the 
brain? 
28 Of course 
29 Pick 
30 Harassers 
31 Huf and Houston 
32 Sportscaster 
Musburger 
35 Puts on a 
pedestal 
36 Ensign 
39 Nova  
41  there, done that 
Solutions 
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10 G-A Action Ads 
FREEBIE INFO ALL FREE 
student and faculty ads to be run in the 
George-Anne must have a NAME, P.O. 
| BOX and PHONE NUMBER. Ads wil be 
rejected if they do not have this 
information. NO EXCEPTIONS. 
STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS: The l*George-Anne is the oficial student ' newspaper of Georgia Southern University, 
owned and operated by GSU students and utilizing the facilities provided by GSU. The newspaper is the oldest continuously d in 
BuHoch County and Statesboro, Ga. The J ideas expressed herein are those of the editor or the individual authors and do not necessarily represent the views of the Student   Media   Commitee,   the administration, the faculty and staf of •Georgia Southern University, or the 
* University System of Georgia. The George- Anne is published three times weekly during the academic year and five times  during summers. Any questions regarding content should be directed to the editor at by phone 4 at 912/681-5246 or fax at 912/486-7113. Readers  may  also  send  electronic messages to the newspaper staf by visiting our web site at htp:/www.stp.gasou.edu. 
OFFICES, MAIL, PHONES: Room 2023, »F. [ Wiliams Center. The George-Anne, 
 P.O.  Box  8001,  Georgia  Southern University, Statesboro, Ga. 30460.912/681- 5246 (News) or 912/618-5418 (Advertising) or 912/486-7113 (Fax) 
i   ADVERTISING INFORMATION 
The George-Anne reserves the right to 
refuse any advertisement. 
DISPLAY AD DEADLINE: The deadline for 
preserving space and submiting advertising 
"copy is Noon, one week prior to the intended 
publication date. 
For more information, rate cards, sample 
publications, contact: Brooks Clements, 
'Marketing Director, ADS, (912) 681-5418; 
or Bil Nevile, Student Media Coordinator, 
(912)681-0069. 
PROOFING/ERRORS/OMISSIONS: The 
newspaper makes every reasonable efort 
to present corect and complete information 
in advertisements. However, the advertiser 
is responsible for proofing the ad upon 
publication and should notify the newspaper 
immediately in the event of an eror. The 
newspaper is not responsible for any erors 
in advertisements and its liability for 
adjustments is limited to the amount of 
space the eror occupied in the ad. Further, 
*he newspaper is not responsible for any 
damages caused due to an ad's omission 
from a particular edition and its responsibility 
solely is to reschedule the ad in the next 
regular edition at the regular advertising 
%ates. 
CLASSIFIED ADS: Free classified ads from 
students, faculty and staf must be non- 
commercial in nature and submited in 
Writing, with the name of the sender, jocal 
address, and phone number. No free ads 
taken via telephone - at this price we 
don't take dictation. One free ad per 
person per week. Commercial classified are 
SO cents per word with a $4 minimum per 
insertion. Tearsheets are $2 extra per 
insertion. 
CIRCULATION INFORMATION: 
Subscription rates for home delivery of The 
George-Anne are $35 per semester, or $60 
per'year, delivered by third class mail. 
Please address al inquiries to Courtney 
J/Viliams, Business Manager. The George- 
v\nrie is distributed free of charge on the 
Georgia Southern University campus 
through delivery sites located in campus 
buildings, at of-campus sites, and in 
Residence hals. 
fyOtlCE: Readers may pick up one free 
copy, and a second for a roommate or 
acquaintance,  at  distribution  sites. 
Additidnal copies are 35 cents each and are 
a^vailable at the Wiliams Center. However, 
unauthorized removal of additional copies 
from a distribution site constitutes theft 
under Georgia law, a misdemeanor ofense 
lunishable by a fine and/or jail time. Editors 
il seek to have any person(s) who 
emoves more than the authorized number 
if copies from distribution sites prosecuted 
[o the ful extent of the law. 
IOTE: We gratefuly acknowledge the theft 
if our slogan - "Liked by Many, Cussed 
f>y Some, Read by them AH" - from Robert 
'iliams of the Blackshear Times. Cal Bob 
ind he can tel you who he stole it from 
♦riginaly. 
w STUDENTS BEWARE 
■ -r ATTENTION - The George-Anne screens 
.jFlRi advertisements prior to publication. The 
'    newspaper strives to accept ads for 
■ legitimate products and services only. 
44 Spunky Fleming 
45 Whip strokes 55 Newsman 
48 Confronts Huntley 
50 Take a breather 56 Possess 
52 United ..Emirates 57 ..constrictor 
53 Prong . 59 Nature watchdog 54 Woosnam and grp. 
Students are urged to exercise caution 
when replying to ads — particularly those 
which require a credit card number, other 
personal information, or money in advance 
of the delivery of a product or service. 
Students are also urged tp report to the 
newspaper any suspicious ofers which they 
might see in an ad. Remember, if an ofer 
seems too good to be true, it probably 
is. 
20 Announcements 
SMALL PET association starting. Emphasis in care and propmoting interest in our smal fury pets. If interested cal 
Marianne or Amy at 681-6353. 
SOFTWARE WANTED: Curently building a library of computer programs and games. Web/database publishing & production. Utilities for editing asp, sql, Java server 
pages, anything etc. Strategy.RPG, & al war games! HUGE hard-drive bring it on! clay@ziplip.com or 486.8441 
SOAR TEAM information sessions Wednesday, November 15 at 7p.m. in Union Room 2044; Tuesday, November 28 at 5 p.m. in Union Room 2041; Wednesday, November , 29 at 5p.m. in Union Room 
2041; and Thursday, November 30 at 5p.m. in Union Room 2041. Find out how you can apply to be a SOAR Leader for summer 
2001. Questions? Cal 871-1987. 
THE MIRACLE worker is being performed at the McCroan Auditoriam. Admission $2w/ 
GSU I.D. Shows start at 8:00p.m. Seats are limited, for ticket info cal 681 -0123. 
40 Autos for Sale 
CHRYSLER IMPERIAL 1990, 80K miles, 
loaded, leather & many extras. $4500 obo. 681-5828. 
1991 ISUZU pickup - 5sp, CD player, MTX and Fosgote speakers, custom exhaust, 
tinted windows, 3" life custom 15x10 rims with of road tires. $2800 obo wil deliver. 
1991 SATURN - burgundy with tinted windows. Great Shape! Four doors. $3,000. Cal 489-6414. 
1992 S-10 Blazer - Tahoe package, 115K miles, power windows and locks. Asking $4500. Also 2 Kicker competition 10's for $100. Cal 531-2938 and leave a message. 
1987 2-door Acura Integra. Manual, a/c, comesticaly average, new engine, alternator ad radiator. $1450 obo. Can be seen at University Imports on Old Register Rd, If interested cal Amy at 681-1001., 
SATURN SLI 4-dr sedan, CD, PS, PDLVW, A/C, 124k miles, engine kept up very wel, very dependable, great gas mileage, $2500. Cal 681-1067. 
50 Auto Parts, Repair 
WINGS WEST supra style high wing spoiler for sale. $200 obo. Leave a message at 
852-5366. 
80 Computers & 
Software 
COLOR PRINTER for sale. Great Condition. Lexmark 211. Al software included. $35 obo. Christy 739-9336. 
COMPUTER - Compaq Despro 626 running Windows 95, 56k modem, Microsoft Ofice, 
Cannon color Bubblejet printer, CD ram, external speakers, extra mouse and keyboard. Cal Jef at 681-2139. $350. 
90 Education 
FUN & STUFF Visit our Web site for list of 
things to do that are educational and fun. 
On-line at htp:/www.stp.gasou.edu/ 
funstuf/ 
110 Freebies 
FREE PUPPY! Pit bul mix is 10 weeks old. Female already has rabies shot for info 
cal 871-7296. 
120 Furniture & 
Appliances 
ONE COMPUTER desk for sale. Must go immediately. Cal Randolph for details. $30 
obo. Leave a message at 871 -4574. 
ANTIQUE MAHOGANY cofee with end 
tables. $75 . Round oak pedastal dining table with two chairs $75. Cal 681-2260. 
150 Lost & Found 
WHO FOUND MY BLACK PURSE and 
caled my house? My brother did not get your name, number or location. Please cal Racheal at 852-5230 or leave a message at 852-5270. 
160 Miscelaneous for 
Sale 
Nokia celphone for sel with woodgrain cover. Asking $70. Just add service! Serious inquiries please email me at Excessl 3_@ hotmail.com. 
AUDIO CONTROL EQL - dual bandwidth equalizer. Omit distortion in your sub- woofers. Creates accurate sounds. $110. Cal Curt at 486-3287. 
TWO KICKER comp VR 12's for thelow 
low. E-mail Glenwood404@yahoo.com for more information. 
BURMESE PYTHON for sale. Heat rock and cage included. 12 feet long. Asking $250 obo. Leaving school must sel. Cal Eric at 871-7497. 
MOVING SALE: Dresser with miror - $45, 
bookshelf - $20, wooden TV stand - $35 obo. Also, TI-83 $75 and TI-82 bo. Cal 871 - 7789. 
Alibene guitar for sale. Brand new. Asking $200/OBO. 489-8845. 
SPEAKERS AND amp - 10" Lanzar car audio speakers and 600 wat Lanzar amp with built-in crossover, 4-channel and bandpass box. $250 Cal 871-4992 and ask for Mat. 
MICROWAVE FOR sale! In very good condition. Only $25 obo. Cal any time 871-3971. 
TWO LIGHTENING Audio 12" woofers with sealed box, SVC 40hm, 200 wats rms, 400 wats peak power. Cal Erick at 871 -6151. $300. 
Clarinet For Sale! Wood, excelent condition. Appraised at $350 or best ofer. 
Cal after 5pm. 681-3104 
TWO AUDIOBAN12" subwoofers with box, dual voice coil, 400 wat peak, 200 wat RMS, one month old, $300 obo. Cal 871- 6151 ask for Erick. 
SUBWOOFERS, 2 JL 12" subwoofers  in factory sealed box with PPI275 amp and Phoenix Gold wiring. Hits hard! Everything 
you need for $350 (firm). Cal 681-1067. 
Playstation with analog controler, memory card and super chip—lets you play burned games, plus 20 games. $160 Brian 871- 
4269 
Whipple Supercharger for 1988-1993 GM 4.3L TBI includes 2 pulies and ALL nessassary hardware $2k firm cal 531 -1234 for more information 
165 Mobile Homes 
GRADUATING - must sel lovely 3bd/2ba sw mobile home. W/d, Ch/a, semi-furnished and sapcious. Cal 871-3854 or visit 111 langston Chapel Road lot 6. 
170 Motorcycles 
1993 YAMAHA F2R 600 D&D exhaust, K&N air filter and never been laid down. Great condition. $2800 cal 681-1280. 
180 Musical 
MUST SELL 1yr-old black Ibanez GAX electric guitar. Asking $180 obo. It is a must 
see. Cal Bob at 489-2144 anytime. 
2 Peavey CS1200X Professional Amps 1500 wats per channel. $800 ea. Cal 531 - 1234 
190 Personal 
I LOVE you so much kat and I always wil. Congratulations on your internship. Love always, Chris 1955. 
FOR MY true friend Marianne, thank you for being who you are. I am so proud of you. Your fan, Toad 
FRIENDS NEEDED: Me and my roommate 
are losers and we despreately need friends. If interested please cal 688-3070 and ask for Jim. 
I NEED a ride to Dublin Ga. on Nov. 21 cal 681-8471 for more iformaiton. Wil pay 
$20 for gas. 
BOOBSKI-CONGRATULATIONS on your 
accomplishment! I am so proud of you. Just remember I love you with al my heart (and 
then some). Love, your Alf. 
PATCH, YOU are my true love. Thank you for everything you are and are not in my 
life. Love, Toad. 
200 Pets & Supplies 
FOUND CUTE grey rabbit. Wilow Bend 
area, cal 681-3613. 
WANT A new kind of pet? Loveable trained pet rats need good homes. If interested cal Marianne or Amy at 681 -6353. 
220 Rentals & Real 
Estate 
LOOKING FOR someone to take over a lease asap. One bedroom and bath. $330/ 
month. Please cal Shameka at 871-3336. 
SUBLEASE LARGE one bedroom in UP. Partialy furnished, no water and cable bils, 
very nice and spacious $200 a month for more info cal 871-6708. 
ONE BEDROOM house/apt for sub-lease ASAP. Good location in a quiet neighborhood. Reasonably priced. For more information cal 489-7582. 
ONE BEDROOM APT. avail in Dec. large living room, kitchen, quiet area. 6 month lease. $300 a month or $325 furnished. 489-4437 
SUBLEASE LARGE bedroom partialy 
furnished in U.P. Water and cable included. December, June and July already paid. Best deal around - for more information cal 
871-6709. 
VERY SPACIOUS 1 bd apt available to sub- lease January 1st 2001. Water and w/d included. $350/month . For more information cal 681-9622 and leave a 
message. 
CAMPUS COURTYARD 2bd/2ba furnished apartment available. W/d provided. $320/ 
month per roommate. If interested, please cal Bryan at 688-2588 or 531-4272. 
FOR LEASE: unfurnished one bedroom apartments. $260-300 per month, application, lease, deposit required. No 
pets! Cal Parker Realty at 764-5623. 
ONE BEDROOM house/apartment for sublease asap.   Good location & very 
0*.   **.    -**    ***■ ^^S?  ^ 8P   ^^ P   ^RP   ^^ T SPRING BREAK 2001 
a lea, Cancun, Florida, Barbados, Bahamas. 
>w Hiring Campus Raps. Earn 2 Frea Trips. 
Free Meals.. Book by Nov. 2nd. Cal for FREE Info 
PAUL 
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PAUL BY BILLY O'KEEFE WWW.MREIUV.COM 
afordable. No rent due until February 2001. For more information cal 489-7582. 
I WILL waive your security deposit when you take over lease beginning spring semster. Cool roommate! Two bedrooms $250/month. Cal 681-4655 and leave a message. 
NEW 4bd/2ba apartment across from Bufalo's. 30 Universtiy Place! Cal after 5 
p.m. (912)653-2343. 
LOOKING FOR someone to sub-lease apartment in Eagle's Nest. $225/month. If interested, cal Eric at 871-7497 ASAP. 
NICE ONE bedroom unfurnished apartment available now for rent. One block for GSU 
entrance. Al utlities furnished. 764-6076. 
REASONABLE RATES Houses/ Apts/ Mobile Homes. 764-5003 
EAGLE COURT sublease beginning spring semester. Complete with washer and dryer 
and $20 towards your first phone bil. Cool roommate! $250 /month. No security deposit. Cal 871-4086 and leave a message. 
230 Roommates 
ROOMMATE NEEDED ASAP! Bermuda Run 4br/4bth. Private phone line and invidual leases. Rent $255 + 1/4 utilities. Cal Britany @ 681 -3962 leave a message if no answer. 
NEED A roommate for next semster for a 2bd/2ba apartment in Towne Club. Prefer a Christian, male, non-smoker. Please contact Tracy at 681 -2241. 
ROOMMATE NEEDED for spring semester to share three bedroom two bath trailer. 
Rent only $165! Need imediate responses by December. Cal Tami at 852-2057 if interested. 
HURRY! Femle needed to take sublease on a 4bd/2ba apt with friendly roomies and neighbors. Loads of fun! Rent is negotiable and is paid through January. Cal Paty at 871-5397 or 531-1327. 
NEED MALE or female roommate for January sub-lease. Private bathroom, w/d and brand new carpet. Large bedroom. Only $265. Close to campus. Cal Lauren 
at 681-2002. 
NEED SOMEONE to sublease ASAP, I am transfering. 2 BR/BA two months free. Cal Marian Boler if interested at 871-3550. Roomate needed ASAP. 
NEED MALE roomate ©Towneclub for Spring Semester. Rent is $360/month plus 1/2 utilities. Cal Tracy at 681 -2241. 
DOG LOVER wanted to share 3 BR hse. 
with 1 female 5 mi from campus. Cal 764- 8467 ASAP. 
NEED TWO female roommates to share a 4bd/2ba apt at Wilow Bend this spring. Cal 
Anissia at 681 -1774. 
TRANSFERRING SCHOOLS! Need female to share 4bd/2ba Player's Club apartment. Great roommates. Rent negotiable. Cal 681-9222 as for Sara. 
MALE ROOMMATE needed for spring 
semester to share 4br/3ba in Hawthorne I. $250/month + 1/4 utilities. House includes screened in porch. Please cal Chris asap 
at 871-5688. 
FEMALE ROOMATE for master bedroom of 3Br/ 2Ba house. Washer/ dryer/ dishwasher included. $205 + 1/3 utilities. 
489-1700. •  ■ 
NEEDED, TWO fabu roommates to sublease spring semester. Campus Courtyard with furniture and w/d. $240 + 1/ 4 bils/month. Please cal 681-4500 and leave a message. 
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SUBLEASE NEEDED for spring semester. 
Rent $230 utility $50. Cal Joshua at 681- 6580. 
COMPLETELY FURNISHED! Pets welcomed. 2F's needed to share double wide 20 mins from Statesboro, $200 +1/3 
utilities/month. Cal for more information 865-2222. 
ROOMMATE NEEDED $255 + 1/4 utilities per month. Private bath, phone line and individual leases. Clean apartment. Please cal James ASAP at 681-3962. 
ROOMMATE NEEDED for spring and summer. $225 + 1/2 utilites /month. Nice and spacious apartment in Pinewood Court. Cal Patrick at 871 -4576 or 541 -8124. 
ROOMMATE NEEDED: male or female! $175/month w/d included. Located in Eagle Court condo's. Cal anytime 871-3971. 
240 Services 
RESPONSIBLE, EXPERIENCED Christian 
female is interested and available to babysit in your home or mine. Available evenings/ weekends. Cal 871-3451. 
290 Travel 
SPRING BREAK 2001.  Studnet Express 
ofers Mexico, Jamaica, Florida and Texas ' with low prices and the most reliable air. Cal •> 
today for a brochure and ask how you can go  for  FREE!    1-800-surfs-up  or www.studentexpress.com 
SPRING BREAK Jamica from $419. > Mexican Cruise from $499 plus Bahamas,  a ReggaeJAM Tours Free Info 800-"U" Reggae (9-6 live: 24/7 recorded)  * reggae-jam.com orjammon@gte.net. 
F U N &  ST UFF  VisitourWeb 5 
site for list of places to visit and things to do * 
that are both educational and fun. On-line '. 
at  htp:/www.stp.gasou.edu/ 
funstuf/ 
310 Wanted 
WANTED: Playstation with one or two  - 
controlers. Please dont try to sel me your J piece 'o' crap that doesn't work like this shady character Chris tried. 486-8441 
Local Non-Denominational/Pentecostal », church looking for dedicated musician(s). If J 
interested please cal Statesboro » Deliverance at 489-6527. Thank you and * 
God Bless. 
pack or visit on-line sunsplashtoura.com 1-800-426-7710 **.   >&   •* 
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ 
Rip Us Of. 
That's right - you heard right. Rip us of. Get something for nothing. Say helo to a  ■ 
friend. Find a roommate. Get a job. Find a home for a liter of kitens. Buy a wombat.   \ 
Or sel your Beamer (right, like you expect us to believe that you - and not your folks   J 
- actualy have the title to that BMW). Regardless of your purpose (or even if you   ■ 
are a congenital liar like the Beamer owner), Georgia's liveliest classified ad section   ■ 
is for you. Students, faculty and staf can have their 20-word action ads published   \ 
for nothing (non-commercial listings only, please). Fil out the litle rectangles below,   \ 
and send your ad to G-A Action Ads, POB 8001, GSU or drop them by our ofices in   ■ 
the Wiliams Center, Room 2023. You MUST include your name and P.O. Box   ■ 
number to qualify for a freebie. Remember, keep it short: students, faculty and   ■ 
staf must pay 200 per words for those which exceed the 20-word limit. And, please   \ 
- no telephone cals.. at this price we don't take dictation.                  ■ 
■ ■ 
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ 
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ Name POB Phone # 
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Man arrested for fabricating Levi's jeans 
Associated Press 
LOS ANGELES - Federal agents 
have arrested a man accused of alter- 
ing jeans to make them look old and 
selling them as vintage Levi's. 
Avihail Kocklani, an Israeli citi- 
zen living in Tarzana, is accused of 
selling the jeans at Melrose Avenue 
shops for huge profits, Assistant U.S. 
Attorney Pamela Johnston said Tues- 
day. 
Kocklani, who is being held with- 
out bail pending a Dec. 6 hearing in 
federal magistrate court, faces 
charges of trafficking in counterfeit 
goods. 
Johnston said Kocklani would buy 
relatively new pairs of jeans, then 
alter or replace the stitching, rivet- 
ing, tags and leather patches. He 
would then sell them for $200 to 
$400. 
"Five-year-old 501 Levi's are 
worth about $10," Johnston said. 
"Some of the jeans from the 1960s 
look a lot like them, but there are 
little differences that make them 
worth a lot of money." 
A criminal affidavit said federal 
agents made undercover buys at four 
Melrose stores owned by ZHKInc, for 
which Kocklani serves as corporate 
director and managing agent. 
Investigators said they found a 
washer, dryer, riveting machine and 
sewing machines they believe were 
used to alter the jeans. 
Levi Strauss and Co. sued Kocklani 
and others in 1998, alleging federal 
trademark infringement. 
A judge ruled in Levi Strauss' favor 
and ordered the defendants to pay $1 
million and stop infringing on the 
company's trademark, Johnston said. 
The money was never paid, she said. 
'Badlands'pays tribute to the darker side 
of Springsteen's shining musical career 
Come celebrate the holiday season 
40fh Annual Holiday Tree 
Light M Ceremony 
By Tim Prizer 
Lifestyles Editor 
Since his colossal success that 
supercharged the 1980's rock scene, 
Bruce Springsteen has continued 
to confuse and challenge critics and 
fans alike. It seems as though every 
time the "Boss" releases an album 
of timeless pop anthems, he fol- 
lows it up with an equally immor- 
tal, less accessible dark folk/rock 
record. Before "Born in the USA," 
"Dancing in the Dark," and "Glory 
Days" clogged the airwaves, 
Springsteen had already released 
an album of equal magnitude, us- 
ing a small fraction of the electric- 
ity. 
But when you can write songs 
like Mr. New Jersey himself, elec- 
tricity is something you don't need 
to worry about. On his 1982 record, 
entitled "Nebraska," Springsteen 
showed that his roots ripped through 
the rich soils of artists like Woody 
Guthrie and Bob Dylan. Some of 
his most powerful songs to dafe fall 
on this record, as they rolled from 
pen to paper, and then from his 
tongue and guitar onto a four-track 
tape machine in his New Jersey 
bedroom. 
While albums like "Born in the 
USA" and "Greatest Hits" have sold 
many more copies than "Nebraska" 
ever will, an essential part to un- 
derstanding Springsteen's musical 
genius lies in his ability to write 
haunting short stories and transmit 
them through a dusky folk echo. 
The characters in Springsteen's 
songs come to life as if they were 
your closest companions, and the 
pain in their hearts cuts through the 
listeners' as Springsteen describes 
their forgotten lives and shattered 
dreams with painful honesty. 
Though Bruce Springsteen's 
pop material has been massively 
influential to many artists, his 
spooky, barren folk qualities have 
dug deep into the musical land- 
scape of not only new artists, but 
artists that once upon a time in- 
spired the young, wide-eyed New 
Jersey teen. 
On the 2000 release, "Badlands: 
A Tribute to Bruce Springsteen's 
Nebraska," artists from various de- 
cades and genres have gathered to 
give praise to perhaps the most bold, 
chilling folk/rock album of the last 
few decades. The passion with 
Open til 9 
SOAR 2001 
Be a Par* of a 
Georgia Southern Tradition 
Attend an Information Session and find out the details (or call 871-1987): 
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday - November 28, 29 and 30th ai 5 PM in Union 204t 
File Photo \ 
TRIBUTE TO A HIDDEN GEM: The recently released "Badlands" is 
a powerful tribute to Bruce Springsteen's "Nebraska." Artists include ,. 
Ani DiFranco, Deana Carter, Son Volt, Ben Harper, and Johnny Cash. ' 
which the songs are presented from 
the various musicians reveal that 
they too were touched deeply by 
the tracks when they were recorded 
nearly 20 years ago. 
The songs on "Badlands" ap- 
pear in the same order as on the 
original, beginning with Chrissie 
Hynde and Adam Seymour's ver- 
sion of the moving title track - a 
guilty, yet shameless murder bal- 
lad that opens the record like an ice 
cold bucket of water to the face. 
From the opening lines of "Ne- 
braska," it is clear that Springsteen 
plans to take the listener down dis- 
turbing roads of heartache, unleash- 
ing agonizing stories of good 
people turned bad. 
The middle of "Badlands" is 
held together brilliantly by three 
consecutive renditions by some of 
the most talented females in music 
today. The fifth track, entitled 
"Highway Patrolman" and per- 
formed by Dar Williams, is the most 
moving track on the record as it 
deals with a local law officer's in- 
ability to crack down on the most 
dangerous criminal in his county - 
his brother. The officer's loving 
memories of his brother haunt him 
as he attempts time after time to 
lock up the criminal in him. 
Springsteen writes, "Nothing feels 
better than blood on blood... Icatch 
him when he's straight like any 
brother would/A man turns his back 
on his family, well he just ain't no 
good." 
The trio is rounded out by coun- 
try star Deana Carter's version of 
"State Trooper" and Ani DiFranco's 
take on "Used Cars," two songs 
with similar eerieness and muffled 
echoing vocals that creep out of the 
speakers like the ghosts of the char- 
acters they portray. 
The most intriguing aspect about 
the tribute is that the songs have 
been altered enough to make them 
distinct of the band that is perform- 
ing them, but the artists have also 
been careful to ensure that the stark 
mood Springsteen intended is held 
in place. Alternative/country lead- 
ers Son Volt play Springsteen's 
"Open All Night" in a style that 
makes the tune sound like it was 
written for the band. Ben Harper 
and the Innocent Criminals follow 
up with "My Father's House," sprin- • s 
kling it with their own classic style of 
rock, blues, and reggae. 
The only turn-off on the discr is , 
Hank Williams Ill's annoying two- *' 
step version of Springsteen's popu- 
lar "Atlantic City." While it is true 
that Hank III took the song and made « 
it his own, he also lost a lot of what 
made the song good, and what made 
the album good as well. Hank's voice * 
is an echo of his grandfather's, and 
the high-pitched twang simply 
doesn't sit well in a Springsteen bal- » 
lad. 
Bonus tracks include Raul Malo' s 
(the Mavericks) slowed down rendi- * 
tion of "Downbound Train," a song * 
that original appeared on "Born in 
the USA." Johnny Cash also does a # 
mediocre version of "I'm On Fire," a * 
song often considered one of the most 
scorching, honest love songs in his- 
tory, t 
The tenth track on "Badlands" 
and the closing tune on "Nebraska" 
is Aimee Mann and Michael Penn's * 
remake of "Reason to Believe." "Rea- 
son to Believe" is easily one of the 
best closing songs to ever wrap up a* 
record because it is Springsteen's 
way of saying that even though the 
characters on the album have gone, 
through terrible self-destruction, they * 
somehow find a way to keep on fight- 
ing through life. He sings, "Tell me, 
Lord, how can it be that at the end of* 
every hard-earned day people find 
some reason to believe?" 
While it isn't rare to find an al-ft 
bum paying tribute to the songs of an 
artist's career, fans would be ex- 
tremely hard-pressed to locate a disc * 
devoted to a specific record by an 
artist, especially one that sold less 
copies than many of that artist's more • 
mainstream recordings. But Bruce 
Springsteen's "Nebraska" is one of 
those recordings that even though itst 
success cannot be seen in record sales, * 
the passion for the songs exhibited 
by other highly respected musicians 
offers more praise than any mon-» 
etary amount could ever express. 
"Nebraska" is truly a hidden gem in 
the discography of an immensely* 
popular artist, and with the recent 
release of "Badlands," it is finally 
being shown the adulation it deserves, j 
HMHMMHH 
